LEGISLATION
May 10, 2021

The Honorable Miguel Cardona
U.S. Secretary of Education
U.S. Department of Education
400 Maryland Avenue, SW
Washington, DC 20024

Dear Secretary Cardona:

The Education Department’s April guidance on State Maintenance of Effort Requirements and Waiver Requests for ESSER and GEER programs properly bases compliance reviews and waiver considerations on the “impact on students.” The Council of the Great City Schools, the nation’s coalition of large urban public-school systems, is in complete agreement and support of the Department’s statement in the guidance that the purpose of these pandemic recovery funds is to “expand resources for K-12 and postsecondary schools and students, not to replace existing State commitments.” However, some of the details in the guidance on how States could demonstrate compliance with the maintenance of effort provisions of CARES, CRRSA, and ARP acts, raise serious concerns that we wanted to call to your attention.

Our primary issue is that the guidance appears to allow States to exclude numerous K-12 state funding sources from maintenance of effort determinations and possibly permits only a limited subset of “primary funding mechanisms through which the State provides support of elementary and secondary education” to be counted as part of the MOE determinations. Of further concern, the guidance provides that “the State may choose to establish its level of support – Solely on the basis of the amount of funds provided through its primary state funding formula(e).” (Q&A #2 of the guidance)

In short, the guidance seems to allow States to exclude many essential K-12 funding sources that typically supplement their primary funding mechanisms or funding formula(e). While the guidance provides for State to consider funding mechanisms and formula(e) in their plural form, the guidance clearly does not require the full range of State K-12 funding to be included in the maintenance of effort compliance determinations. And while the State may choose to consider certain K-12 funding mechanisms or formula(e), the guidance allows a State to not choose “categorical or other support that is not provided through the primary funding formula(e).” (Q&A #2)

As the Council reads this guidance, the States appear to be given wide discretion over which State K-12 funding streams will be included in the maintenance of effort calculations, and which State K-12 funding streams will be excluded. The list of potential State K-12 funding mechanisms that could be excluded is sizeable and most concerning. Categorical and other forms of State funding for elementary and secondary education that could be omitted include State compensatory education funding, bilingual or ELL funding, special education aid, funding for specialized personnel (counselors, nurses, etc.), career and technical education funding, instructional materials and technology funding, school transportation funding, school security, food services funding, extended school day funding, school pension funding,
and more. If these common sources of elementary and secondary education funding were reduced or eliminated, a State would not be maintaining its K-12 fiscal effort as required by statute.

Finally, the Council notes that State maintenance of effort provisions in the three pandemic recovery laws do not limit compliance to only some selected subsets of State funding for elementary and secondary education. The Council requests that the Education Department review its April maintenance of effort guidance and its consideration of what State funding mechanisms are subject to exclusions in compliance determinations.

We appreciate your ongoing attention to this critical issue in your implementation of the recovery legislation. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Michael Casserly
Council of the Great City Schools
May 12, 2021

The Honorable Charles Schumer  
Majority Leader  
United States Senate  
Washington, DC 20510

The Honorable Nancy Pelosi  
Speaker  
United States House of Representatives  
Washington, DC 20510

The Honorable Mitch McConnell  
Minority Leader  
United States Senate  
Washington, DC 20510

The Honorable Kevin McCarthy  
Minority Leader  
United States House of Representatives  
Washington, DC 20510

Dear Leader Schumer, Speaker Pelosi, Leader McConnell, and Leader McCarthy:

The American Rescue Plan (ARP) provides an extraordinary commitment to K-12 schools throughout the country. The support comes at a crucial time for schools as they face a gauntlet of daunting challenges: reopening schools safely and keeping them open, implementing robust academic recovery interventions, and addressing an avalanche of student mental health needs. Although ARP positions K-12 schools to confront these challenges head on and lays the foundation for recovery, longstanding public school infrastructure deficiencies and disparities remain a barrier for school districts. As Congress debates infrastructure proposals, the undersigned organizations strongly urge the inclusion of at least $100 billion in direct grants and $30 billion in bonds for K-12 public school facilities, which is consistent with the Reopen and Rebuild America’s Schools Act, passed by the U.S. House of Representatives in July 2020.

To unleash ARP’s immense potential and enable optimal student learning, Congress must address an issue that preceded the pandemic: outdated and crumbling K-12 facilities due to decades of underinvestment. According to the 2016 State of Our Schools Report, state and local governments underfund K-12 facilities by $46 billion annually. Even if school districts were able to use 15 percent of ARP funding to meet CDC mitigation guidelines and reduce some of their deferred maintenance, school buildings would still be in need of major repairs and upgrades. A recent GAO study found that in about one quarter of all school districts, at least half of their schools needed upgrades or replacements to major building systems, such as heating ventilation, and air conditioning (HVAC) systems, plumbing, wiring, or windows. Further, the study found 41 percent of districts need to update or replace HVAC systems in at least half of their schools. A leaking roof or HVAC system can cause water damage, exposing students and staff to mold or asbestos. Strong federal funding is needed to address these health risks, as well as other hazards such as airborne polychlorinated biphenyls (PCBs) and lead in drinking water.

This longstanding neglect of school facilities is not equally shared. Low-income school districts and those districts with particularly aging facilities lack a robust local tax base that can be leveraged to upgrade building systems. The result is millions of students attending school in buildings that need major repairs and upgrades, creating unsafe conditions that depress student and educator performance. Providing robust federal investments in school infrastructure would shorten maintenance backlogs, help these districts upgrade and modernize their school buildings, and be a critical commitment to equity.
Investments in school infrastructure should be viewed as complementary to ARP funding and core to the recovery work already underway in schools. While ARP funds are being deployed to implement layered COVID-19 prevention strategies to support safe school reopenings, to boost academic recovery efforts, and to address student mental health challenges, these are only pieces of a larger student support puzzle. To fully maximize ARP, students also need safe and healthy learning environments. By supporting the funding levels for K-12 infrastructure included in the Reopen and Rebuild America's Schools Act, Congress can help bring America’s school buildings into the 21st century and provide students the greatest opportunity to recover from this tumultuous period. We look forward to working with you on this matter of critical importance for K-12 schools, which provide educational opportunities for millions of students and serve an integral role in the civic life of communities across the country.

Sincerely,

AASA, The School Superintendents Association
American Federation of School Administrators
American Federation of Teachers
American School Counselor Association
Association of Educational Service Agencies
Association of School Business Officials International
Council of Administrators of Special Education
Council of Chief State School Officers
Council of the Great City Schools
National Association of Elementary School Principals
National Association of School Psychologists
National Association of Secondary School Principals
National Association of State Boards of Education
National Association of State Directors of Special Education
National Education Association
National PTA
National School Boards Association
August 3, 2021

United States Senate
Washington, DC 20510

Dear Senator:

The Council of the Great City Schools, the coalition of the nation’s largest central city school districts, writes to underscore the critical need of federal investment in rebuilding America’s schools. As Congress considers President Biden’s American Jobs Plan and American Families Plan, the deteriorating conditions of the nation’s public schools must remain a high priority. Without a major federal investment in school construction and renovation, the current and next generation of public school children will be relegated to antiquated and inadequate schools facilities rather than the safe, modern, world-class environment that they and the nation deserve.

Year after year and decade after decade, government reports and respected organizations highlight the inadequacies of America’s public school buildings. The National Center for Education Statistics most recent report on the condition of school facilities found the average age of U.S. school buildings to be 44 years old with $197 billion needed to bring schools into good overall condition. The American Society of Civil Engineers assessed U.S. school facilities every few years over the past twenty years with grades ranging from D- to D+ and noted that one-third of America’s schools now have portable classroom buildings due to inadequate capacity. In 2020 the federal Government Accountability Office reported that a quarter of the nation’s school districts needed to replace six building systems in many of their schools with HVAC system upgrades or replacement needed in a third of America’s schools. Yet, the last significant federal investment in school construction occurred over a decade ago during the Great Recession under the American Recovery and Reinvestment Act (ARRA).

The specific federal authority to use American Rescue Plan ESSER funds to repair, replace, and upgrade indoor air quality systems in schools, however, does not address the massive capital investment needed for new school construction and major renovation. And the limited period of ESSER funding availability will not allow the major capital improvement projects required to accommodate enrollment projections or replacement of tens of thousands of fifty- to hundred-year-old schools. Moreover, months of unfinished student learning during the pandemic necessitates a primary focus of ARP funds on accelerating academic instruction concurrent with social and emotional support services in the upcoming year.

If the measure of a society is found in how it treats its children, then President Biden’s $100 billion school facilities proposal will help our nation measure up. Chairman Bobby Scott’s and Senator Jack Reed’s $130 billion Reopen and Rebuild America’s School Act (H.R. 604, S. 96) provide the blueprint for this investment. The nation’s Great City Schools urge Congress to make this essential school facilities investment in the upcoming Budget Reconciliation bill.

Sincerely,

Ray Hart
Executive Director
September 13, 2021

**Docket Number ED-2021-SCC-0103**

**Education Stabilization Fund-Emergency Assistance for Non-Public Schools (EANS) Program Recipient Annual Reporting Data Collection Form -- Comments of the Council of the Great City Schools**

PRA Coordinator
Strategic Collections and Clearance Governance and Strategy Division
Office of Planning, Evaluation, and Policy Development
U.S. Department of Education
400 Maryland Ave. SW, LBJ, Room 6W208D
Washington, DC 20202-8240

Attention: Kate Mullan and Gloria Tanner

The Council of the Great City Schools, the coalition of the nation’s largest central city school districts, submits the following comments on the proposed federal data collection regarding the Emergency Assistance for Non-Public Schools published in the July 14, 2021 Federal Register.

The EANS Program is an unusual federal initiative providing pandemic-related services for students in nonpublic schools. Information on the process, services, and amounts of the financial awards of assistance to non-public schools under EANS will be useful in determining future federal policy responses for non-public schools in upcoming emergency situations.

The Council, therefore, requests that specific data be collected on the following:

1. The dates of the state EANS application period(s) for non-public schools, including multiple application windows, and the submission deadline dates.
2. The financial amounts of services requested by each non-public school, the amounts of services approved, and the date of each obligation.
3. The number of students enrolled in each non-public school approved for services under the EANS and the number and percentage of low-income students enrolled in each non-public school.
4. The per pupil equivalent amount of the services approved (calculated based the number of enrolled students) for each nonpublic school.
5. The amount of Paycheck Protection Program (PPP) funds applied for, awarded, and dates of the PPP funding awards.
For questions regarding the Council’s comments, please contact Jeff Simering at jsimering@cgcs.org.

Sincerely,

Jeffrey A. Simering
Director of Legislative Services
Council of the Great City Schools
August 31, 2021

Docket No. ED–2021–SCC–0096

Comments on Agency Information Collection Activities for Education Stabilization Fund—Elementary and Secondary School Emergency Relief Fund Recipient Data Collection Form

U.S. Department of Education
Strategic Collections and Clearance Governance and Strategy Division
400 Maryland Ave. SW, LBJ, Room 6W208D
Washington, DC 20202–8240

Attention: Gloria Tanner

The Council of the Great City Schools, the coalition of the nation’s largest central city school districts, submits the following comments on the proposed federal data collection published in the July 2, 2021 Federal Register. The Council is concerned with the limited utility of the information to be collected and the burden of the required tasks being proposed. The description of the proposed Education Stabilization Fund ESSER data collection is stated as an extension and expansion of previous federal data collection reported in June 2021. This expanded data collection, however, is projected to cost some 7 times more than the previous data collection -- $23.8 million compared to the previous $3.4 million. The Council believes that the benefits of the proposed data collection do not justify the costs and staff burden of these collection activities at the state and local level.

In prior comments to the Department during 2021, the Council has highlighted unnecessary and unproductive Department-created program requirements exceeding statutory authority. The Council pointed out add-on administrative requirements (conditions) accompanying the announcement of assessment waivers in February 2021 relating to absenteeism and technology device reporting, and the repetitive “return to in-person instruction” federal requirements mandated every six months in the Department’s April 22, 2021 Interim Final Requirements. The Council reemphasizes our ongoing concern with unwarranted agency requirements in this pending ESSER data collection proposal.

The Council underscores that many urban school districts are facing severe personnel shortages that may be long-term and structural in nature. Adding expanded federally required data collection activities only serves to complicate school district attempts to work around these substantial staffing issues. While a $23 million data collection expenditure in the context of the additional ESSER II and III emergency appropriations may not appear disproportionate, the Department should reconsider the state and local burdens of this and other national data collection requirements along with the limited practical benefits that will result.
Limited Practical Purpose of this ESSER Data Collection

In sum, the Council questions the practical purpose of this massive ESSER data collection initiative. The Department’s stated objective is to monitor compliance and promote public transparency. However, the States already have a monitoring process in place following their subgrantee application, review, and approval process. Moreover, Congress established a local transparency process in section 2001(i) of the ARP Act by requiring a Safe Return to In-Person Instruction Plan which expressly included a publication and public input process for stakeholders. Additionally, the Department’s Interim Final Requirements further broadens that stakeholder outreach process (arguably without direct statutory authority to do so), requiring repeated the public notification and public input procedures every six months during the grant period. Thus, Congress has already addressed public transparency in the Safe Return Plan. It is not the prerogative of the executive branch to add additional requirements on its own volition.

This ESSER Data Collection Will Not Improve Compliance

Not only will SEAs continue to conduct their traditional federal program monitoring functions, but also LEAs will continue to conduct their traditional federal program single audit functions, thereby already addressing expenditure compliance in a more timely manner than the proposed federal data collection effort. This after-the-fact data collection adds little to the compliance framework already in place for federal education programs.

This ESSER Data Collection Will Not Improve Program Effectiveness

School districts have wide discretion in the expenditure of ESSER funds to address local student, staffing, facility, and other needs. Department guidance does not allow states to direct or restrict the wide range of allowable activities on which an LEA may expend funds. Hence, as long as the state and local ESSER/GEER expenditures are permissible, additional national expenditure information for FY22 or FY23 will have little impact on ongoing ESSER expenditure decisions. While some national organizations, advocacy groups, and social program researchers might like to have a national ESSER data base to analyze, the proposed data collection has little relationship to the ongoing expenditure or efficacy of these emergency funds or to the operation of schools as the pandemic continues.

The Department would be better served by conducting a program evaluation using sampling and selective site visit procedures to review the ESSER I, II, and III programs.

Finally, collecting narrative responses in which school officials subjectively describe the perceived impact of program activities on varied populations appears to be of questionable aggregate value (see directed question 4). Moreover, asking for a delineation and categorization for every employee hired or paid for with ESSER funds in every school in every district in every state across the nation seems entirely unnecessary, burdensome, and unproductive (see directed question 7). Further, school districts often do not have program information by activity at the school-level, student-level, and subgroup-level as being proposed by the Department in a number of the survey form questions. And the erroneous suggestion that States may recommend “changes to programs or services” (see directed question 5d) seems oddly disconnected when Department ESSER guidance precludes states from restricting or directing local expenditure decisions among allowable activities. All such survey questions should be deleted.
Council Recommendations:

1. **Streamline the Data Collection**: The Council recommends that the Department pare back and streamline the data collection and eliminate questions that produce data of little future utility or applicability.

2. **Conduct an ESSER Program Evaluation Rather Than a Nationwide Data Collection**: A national program evaluation would likely produce a better perspective on ESSER-supported activities using traditional sampling and site visit procedures.

   Alternatively, the Council recommends replacing proposed *annual ESSER Data Collection* with a single 2023 Data Collection: The cost and staff burden of this ESSER data collection could be reduced by at least half by collecting information only once at the end of school year 2022-23. By the time the yearly proposed ESSER information is collected, analyzed, and reported, most of the funds will have been expended and the impact on ongoing ESSER program decisions will be minimal. A single 2023 data collection that can be compared to the already reported 2021 data collection appears entirely sufficient for federal informational purposes.

If there are questions regarding these comments, please connect Ray Hart, Executive Director of the Council, at rhart@cgcs.org.

Sincerely,

Raymond Hart
Executive Director
The Council of the Great City Schools, the coalition of the nation’s largest central city school districts, submits the following comments on the Education Department’s April 12, 2021 Emergency Assistance for Non-Public Schools (EANS) Invitation to Comment.

The American Rescue Plan Act of 2021 (ARP) provides an extremely large amount of federal money ($2.75 billion) for services or assistance to non-public schools to address the emergency pandemic-related needs of their students and staff. The Act specifies that eligibility for services or assistance is provided solely to “non-public schools that enroll a significant percentage of low-income students and are most impacted by the qualifying emergency”.

The Council notes that EANS services and assistance in non-public schools must follow not only the ARP statute but also the constitutional child benefit principle of assisting students through federal education programs but not benefitting the sectarian institution. Hence, the provision prohibiting direct cash reimbursement to the institution was included in the ARP Act, and should be followed under the CRRSA EANS program as well.

The EANS provisions (sec. 2002) of the ARP Act establish a two-pronged eligibility requirement for assistance – both a significant percentage of low-income students and being most impacted by the qualifying emergency. The Council recommends underscoring the two-pronged criteria in the Department’s guidance and relying on already established criteria for schools in other federal elementary and secondary school programs in defining the “significant percentage of low-income students”, then looking to the federal Center for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) for assistance in identifying criteria to further determine those “most impacted” by the pandemic.

**Significant Percentage of Low-Income Students**

While there are several poverty indices used by the federal government, the most recognized school-based measure of poverty is free and reduced priced lunch eligibility. The 185 percent of poverty maximum for free and reduced priced lunch eligibility is a generally accepted poverty level that the Council recommends for EANS and already is used for distribution of EANS funds among the States. Additionally, non-public school students that can be directly certified as meeting family income eligibility for Medicaid, TANF, or SNAP should also count as low-income on a non-duplicative basis. Such actual family income data, rather than equated or extrapolated data, should be used for the distribution of EANS assistance by the States. Status-based eligibility such as for homeless or foster care students, however, could be considered as well.
Recent reports indicate that approximately half of the nation’s public school students qualify under free and reduced-priced lunch criteria. The Council contends that “a significant percentage of low-income students”, therefore, should be above this national average percentage and similarly above the median. One common poverty percentage benchmark for schools used in the ESEA Title I program for disadvantaged students is the “75 percent poverty rate” that triggers mandatory school-level Title I funding by the applicable school district. In the alternative, the U.S. Department of Agriculture could provide a free and reduced priced lunch poverty percentage equivalent to the top quartile of the nation’s public schools that could be used as the threshold for EANS under the ARP. Moreover, a private school qualifying for 100% free meals under the Community Eligibility Provision (CEP) should also be deemed as having a significant percentage of low-income students.

Most Impacted by the Qualifying Emergency
Determining which schools are “most impacted” by the COVID-19 emergency is a difficult factor to quantify. Low-income families are disproportionately impacted by the pandemic in multiple ways. That impact is already taken into account at least in part with the low-income prong of the EANS criteria. And other demographic segments of the population, such as minority groups, similarly are disproportionately impacted by the pandemic. Certain communities or locales as well as specific zip codes are more impacted than others. The Council, therefore, recommends that the Education Department consult with the CDC to best determine the impact criteria for use in this second prong of the EANS eligibility test.

In any case, a qualifying non-public school must document and demonstrate to the State that it meets both the significant percent of poverty criteria as well as the most impacted criteria to be eligible for EANS services or assistance from the state or through a third-party contractor engaged by the state. States, however, should be expressly prohibited by the Department from weighting the “most impacted” criteria more heavily than the “poverty percentage” criteria. Since poverty itself is a major pandemic-related impact factor, a higher weighting of the “most impacted” criteria would exaggerate or overstate the EANS “impact” metric. Additionally, states should be prohibited from skewing the distribution of EANS assistance by adding other factors or criteria beyond poverty and COVID impact.

Finally, any funds that are not obligated under the EANS program within six months or otherwise are not able to be used by private schools should be reallocated to ESSER for distribution under section 2001(c) and (d) of the ARP.

Please contact me with any questions on these EANS comments.

Sincerely,

Jeff Simering
Director of Legislative Services
May 24, 2021

Comments on American Rescue Plan Act Elementary and Secondary School Emergency Relief Fund

Docket ID ED—2021—OESE—0061

RIN 1810—AB64

U.S. Department of Education
400 Maryland Avenue, SW
Washington D.C. 20202

President Biden’s American Rescue Plan (ARP) provides the nation’s Great City Schools, students, and staff with the realistic opportunity and the resources to recover academically and operationally from the pandemic in ways that would not have otherwise been possible without its enactment. Our central cities have been the epicenter of viral transmissions in most states, and the challenges it has presented our urban public-school systems are profound. With the historic investment from the American Rescue Plan, the Great City Schools can implement a range of mitigation activities to safely support the recovery from a year of interrupted and unfinished learning and its attendant effects. The Council offers its comments and recommendations on the Education Department’s April 22, 2021 Interim Final Regulations for the Elementary and Secondary Schools Emergency Relief fund (ESSER) of the American Rescue Plan based on the collective experience of the nation’s Great City Schools during the emergency, but with a sense of real gratitude for the resources that are coming our way.

The Council gratefully acknowledges that without President Biden’s insistence on a robust K-12 education component to the American Rescue Plan that the nation’s elementary and secondary schools would be without some $130 billion in federal assistance for jump-starting teaching and learning in the current school year, over the summer months, and in the upcoming school year and beyond. Now, the Council is actively engaged in the implementation of the Elementary and Secondary School Emergency Relief Fund (ESSER) program.

Prior to the development of the Department’s ESSER Interim Final Requirements, the Great City Schools undertook a collective effort to consider the range of academic, support, staff, facility, and community needs common across our urban settings and provide a framework for deploying the newly appropriated resources to systematically prioritize and address the varying needs of each school district. Input from the broad range of community stakeholders is a critical element in assessing those needs, as school officials weigh requests for funding from within the school system and from outside interests. These resource allocation decisions will reinforce the core student-centric mission of our urban school systems.

The nation’s Great City Schools were among the first to reach out to their communities during the height of the pandemic to seek input and gauge family opinions and preferences for instructional options. Yet, inconsistent and ever-changing guidance and directives from federal and state officials often frustrated our communities and complicated our ability to provide instructional and support services since March 2020. The principal challenge facing large urban school districts, however, was not our ability to develop plans as federal and state policy shifted and evolved. The greater challenge was our institutional capacity to deliver the range and intensity of new services necessary to accelerate learning and support for students, staff, and families in recovering from the lengthy disruptions to schooling and everyday economic and social activities.
The Council supports the Education Department’s decision to issue Interim Final Requirements due to the emergency nature of these recovery funds. It is understood that the Department’s interim requirements set the foundational conditions for implementing ESSER activities, and that public comments will be factored into any final requirements.

Yet, given the critical need for ESSER funds to address pandemic-related program interventions, safety upgrades, and other improvements, the added federal requirements and timelines in the April 22nd interim requirements have necessitated revisions in operational plans that were already under development at the state and local level for the month and a half following the March 11th enactment of the ARP. Urban school districts have been developing implementation plans based on the parameters of the ARP Act even before its final passage in early March due to the critical need for recovery funds in the current school year and with the impending start of critical summer instructional sessions.

The Council, therefore, restates our traditional concern when the Education Department adds its own requirements through regulations or guidance that exceed the provisions of the authorizing legislation. The Interim Final Requirements establish an extensive state and local public input process for the ESSER III plan, in addition to the specific public input process for the safe return and continuity of services plan enumerated in the statute. Fortunately, large urban school districts have maintained ongoing public engagement efforts throughout the pandemic period, enabling adjustments and accommodations for the Department’s requirements of more specific local consultation efforts.

On the other hand, the Department’s review and revision requirements for each school district’s “safe return and continuity plan” every six months over the 41-month period of ESSER III are unnecessary, excessive, and costly. These procedural, outreach, and documentation requirements must be repeated five times over three fiscal years under the Department’s Interim Final Requirements – once in FY 2021, two times in FY 2022, and another two times in FY2023. School districts are entirely capable of developing a safe return and continuity plan with appropriately planned contingencies and alternatives that operationally negate the need for a six-month formal review, public input, and revision processes containing in the April 22nd interim requirements. Moreover, based on the Department’s cost analysis, the estimated overall $198 million cost of the Interim Final Requirements could be reduced by half (a $102 million reduction) merely by repealing the Department’s six-month review and revision requirements for the safe return and continuity plan – requirements which are not contained in the statute.

In fact, the Department misinterprets the “safe return and continuity of services” provision of the ARP [section 2001(i)]. The provision was crafted to avoid imposing significant burdens on school districts by allowing compliance with its requirements based on prior school district activities that would obviate the need for any new district-level return plan. The Department’s five-step return plan development, review, and revision requirements are inconsistent with the statute in addition to imposing unnecessary costs. Further, the Council notes that the Department’s cost analysis for the local ESSER plan development process in the Interim Final Requirements appears understated. Developing ESSER plans for the expenditure of this unprecedented amount of emergency federal aid is not a cursory process of merely filing a set of forms and signing assurances. The Department’s estimate of 40 staff hours to “develop the ESSER plan and make it publicly available” (excluding the consideration of stakeholder and public input requirements) is equivalent to one staff person devoting one week to developing the school district’s ESSER plan and grant application, and it does not adequately reflect the wide-ranging planning process underway in large urban districts.

The Council’s primary recommendation is to reduce the Department’s projected costs for the Interim Final Requirements by half by eliminating the repetitive review and revision of the safe return and continuity plans every six months -- a responsible and cost-effective regulatory action.
The Council is concerned with the costs of these proposed interim requirements. The Council does not think it is justifiable to spend millions of dollars on Department-established administrative requirements when the need for funding of actual services and school-level improvements is at an historic level. School districts should be allowed to focus on the critical tasks of delivering services, upgrading facilities, updating safety protocols, managing project activities, and evaluating outcomes rather than implementing the multiple and at times duplicative requirements in the Interim Final Requirements.

Great City Schools Recommendations for ESSER Interim Final Regulations

**Primary Recommendation:**
Reduce the Department’s projected costs of ESSER plans by half by eliminating the repetitive review and revision of the safe return and continuity plan every six months -- a responsible and cost-effective regulatory action.

**Recommendation:** In ESSER Interim Final Requirement 3, strike requirements 3(b) and (c) and redesignate 3(d) as 3(b).

**Recommendations to Streamline and Simplify Interim Final Requirements:**

1. In ESSER Interim Final Requirement 1(a), strike everything beginning with “stakeholders” and insert “parents of elementary and secondary school students and other stakeholders; and”.

2. In ESSER Interim Final Requirement 1(b), strike “; and” and insert a period.

3. In ESSER Interim Final Requirement 2(b)(i), strike the hyphen and everything that follows, and insert “with parents of elementary and secondary school students and other stakeholders; and”.

Please let me know if there are questions about the Council comments and recommendations.

Sincerely,

Jeff Simering
Director of Legislation
Council of the Great City Schools
FCC EMERGENCY CONNECTIVITY FUND
Before the
Federal Communications Commission
Washington, D.C. 20554

In the Matter of
Establishing Emergency Connectivity Fund To Close The Homework Gap

REPLY COMMENTS OF THE COUNCIL OF THE GREAT CITY SCHOOLS

The Council of the Great City Schools is pleased to submit reply comments in response to the Public Notice on the Proposed Eligible Services List for the FY 2022 E-Rate Program (WC Docket No. 13-184; DA 21-1062) and urges the Commission to make all firewall components and services eligible for E-Rate support under Category Two budgets for the upcoming program year.

The Council of the Great City Schools includes 75 school districts, or less than one-half of one percent of the approximately 14,000 school districts in the U.S., but as the nation’s largest urban school systems, our members enroll over 8 million students, including approximately 28 percent of the nation’s Hispanic students, 29 percent of the nation’s African American students, and 25 percent of the nation’s children living in poverty. The value of the E-Rate is apparent every day to the districts in the Council, as we serve the highest numbers and concentrations of disadvantaged children, employ the largest number of teachers, and operate in the greatest number of outdated and deteriorating buildings.

E-Rate Support Needed to Prevent Cyberattacks

The Council requests that the Commission include advanced firewall components and services as part of the FY 2022 Eligible Services List. Cyberattacks on urban school districts are on the rise, with ransomware demands threatening the exposure of records containing student, staff and financial data, as well as the loss of vital instructional and operational time. Allowing E-Rate to support valuable protective measures within applicants’ existing Category Two budgets is a necessary, cost-effective, and logical decision that will safeguard the network investments that school districts and the Commission have made.

In the 2019 Category Two Report and Order, the Commission declined to make any additional services eligible, noting that applicants should prioritize their Category Two funding requests on deploying high-speed broadband. Since that time, however, the COVID-19 pandemic increased 1:1 instruction, moved a large portion of teaching and learning online, and expanded educator reliance on content-rich media sources. Even with most students and staff returning to physical classrooms this year, school districts are working diligently to ensure the benefits of digital learning continue to be a part of their educational offerings. With an increase in malicious threats and online services, a robust and safe network is needed to maintain the volume of learning platforms and blended instructional approaches that are in place. School districts cannot sacrifice one for the other and must prioritize both broadband access and security.
A recent Council report on Best Practices in Procurement included a chapter on cybersecurity, highlighting the importance of educating staff about phishing and emphasizing password and authentication security, but most importantly, investing in proper cybersecurity. Districts are doing what they can to train and inform the school community about online behavior, but the importance of having the right cybersecurity software, encryption devices, and firewalls cannot be overstated. Having a strong first line of defense in place is costly but can help prevent these types of attacks. The Commission’s inclusion of effective firewall protection as eligible services will allow applicants to choose cybersecurity costs as part of their existing Category Two budgets.

Urban school districts have taken a proactive role in preventing attacks, and Council members have shared best practices in cybersecurity among themselves, alerted each other of breaches in their systems, and facilitated discussion about plans and tools to prevent further security incidents. IT professionals know it is incumbent upon them to develop a formalized strategy for maintaining a secure network, identify and close gaps in network vulnerabilities, educate all individuals within their school community about their role in cyber security, and find recurring funding sources to invest in needed network security tools.

**Petitioners for Rulemaking on Cybersecurity Agree on E-Rate Support**

Earlier this year, the Council joined the Consortium for School Networking (CoSN), the State Educational Technology Directors Association, the Schools, Health & Libraries Broadband (SHLB) Coalition, the State E-rate Coordinators Alliance, and the Alliance for Excellence in Education in filing a Petition for Rulemaking. That submission described the importance of helping school districts prepare for the increase in cyberattacks and advocated for updating the E-Rate to help school districts tackle their increasing security needs. In their own comments on the FY 2022 Eligible Services List, CoSN explained that the E-Rate’s inadequate support for cybersecurity should be strengthened, as the program currently provides protection “in name only.” Urban school districts must bear the cost of these services almost entirely on their own, and as CoSN went on to explain, “This programmatic shortcoming limits the cybersecurity tools available to E-rate recipients that lack the resources to acquire even basic cyber protections like firewalls.”

The SHLB Coalition also highlighted the financial implications for school districts in their comments, sharing that, “The FBI issued a joint advisory last December 2020 based on an increase in ransomware attacks against K-12 educational institutions. Many cyber-attacks try to obtain confidential student data and threaten to leak it unless organizations pay a ransom.” Indeed, many of the Council’s own members have been targeted in ransomware attacks, as recently as last month. SHLB’s comments also noted a CISCO report which cited an increase in the percentage of reported ransomware incidents involving K-12 schools from 28% in the first half of 2020 to 57% in the fall. Both CoSN and SHLB urged the Commission to include cybersecurity expenses as eligible for Category Two support. We repeat and support their request in these comments.

**E-Rate Support Can Protect Networks and Control Rising Costs**

In response to the rising attacks in recent years, many districts have been forced to purchase Cyber Liability Insurance. E-Rate firewall support will not only directly increase the security for schools nationwide, but the availability of more widespread protection may also help stabilize the cost of cybersecurity insurance premiums, which have increased by as much as 100-150% for some urban districts in the past year.
Coverage for the financial consequences of electronic security incidents and data breaches is costly, but E-Rate support for firewall services can help lower the risk that insurance companies cite for rising premiums, as well as the number of targets nationwide.

The technology needs that existed in school districts nationwide became plainly apparent when the COVID-19 pandemic resulted in school closures, hybrid learning, and synchronous/asynchronous instruction. The increased digital access that has followed provides clear academic advantages, but the growing number of online users, devices connected to our networks, and demand for technical support has only added to the security-related costs that school districts have been bearing almost entirely on their own.

Conclusion

Urban schools are grateful for the recent efforts by the Commission to connect students and families off-campus through the Emergency Connectivity Fund and Emergency Broadband Benefit program, as well as the historic and ongoing support that E-Rate provides to connect our classrooms. Recent changes to the E-Rate program provide applicants with the flexibility to administer a single Category Two budget districtwide and allocate funding among schools where needed. We urge the Commission to extend similar flexibility and support to applicants by adding advanced firewall services as an eligible Category Two expense without requiring cost-allocation, beginning in FY 2022.

Respectfully Submitted,

Raymond Hart, Executive Director
Council of the Great City Schools
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Washington, DC 20004

Member districts: Albuquerque, Anchorage, Arlington (Texas), Atlanta, Aurora, Austin, Baltimore, Birmingham, Boston, Bridgeport, Broward County (Ft. Lauderdale), Buffalo, Charleston County, Charlotte-Mecklenburg, Chicago, Cincinnati, Clark County (Las Vegas), Cleveland, Columbus, Dallas, Dayton, Denver, Des Moines, Detroit, Duval County (Jacksonville), East Baton Rouge, El Paso, Fort Worth, Fresno, Guilford County (Greensboro, N.C.), Hawaii, Hillsborough County (Tampa), Houston, Indianapolis, Jackson, Jefferson County (Louisville), Kansas City, Long Beach, Los Angeles, Manchester, Miami-Dade County, Milwaukee, Minneapolis, Nashville, New Orleans, New York City, Newark, Norfolk, Oakland, Oklahoma City, Omaha, Orange County (Orlando), Palm Beach County, Philadelphia, Pinellas County, Pittsburgh, Portland, Providence, Puerto Rico, Richmond, Rochester, Sacramento, San Antonio, San Diego, San Francisco, Santa Ana, Seattle, Shelby County (Memphis), St. Louis, St. Paul, Stockton, Toledo, Toronto, Tulsa, Washoe County (Reno), Washington, D.C., and Wichita.
Summary of FCC Public Notice on Emergency Connectivity E-Rate Fund in ARPA

Congress established a $7 billion Emergency Connectivity Fund as part of the 2021 American Rescue Plan Act (ARPA). Congress directed the Federal Communications Commission (FCC) to promulgate rules (no later than 60 days after enactment) providing for the distribution of funding from the Emergency Connectivity Fund to eligible schools and libraries for the purchase of eligible equipment and advanced telecommunications and information services for use by students, school staff, and library patrons at locations other than a school or library during this emergency period.

For the purposes of the Emergency Connectivity Fund, the COVID-19 emergency period is defined as beginning on January 27, 2020, and ending on the June 30 that first occurs after the date that is one year after the Secretary of Health and Human Services determines that a public health emergency no longer exists. The American Rescue Plan directs the FCC to reimburse 100% of “reasonable” costs associated with the purchase of eligible equipment and/or advanced telecommunications and information services. ARPA also directs USAC, the administrator of the Commission’s Universal Service support programs including the E-Rate program, to administer the Emergency Connectivity Fund.

The FCC Public Notice seeks comment and input in the following areas:

Program Administration and Oversight.
- What rules should Commission adopt to most efficiently and effectively distribute funding, mindful of the Commission’s obligation to protect against waste, fraud, and abuse in seeking to meet the connectivity needs of our nation’s students, school staff, and library patrons?
- What are the ways to ensure that the Commission and USAC efficiently and effectively oversee and administer the Emergency Connectivity Fund?
- What is the best way to measure the Commission’s and USAC’s performance in efficiently and effectively administering this Fund?
- Should the Commission adopt specific broadband adoption goals for students, school staff, and library patrons? If so, what should those goals be?
- Should the Commission adopt specific goals for ensuring students, school staff, and library patrons have end user devices for connecting to the internet? If so, what should those goals be?
- What data is available that could help establish a baseline against which the Commission can measure the impact of the Emergency Connectivity Fund?
- Do schools and libraries conduct assessments of their students’, school staffs’, and library patrons’ need for eligible equipment and services? If so, how have those assessments informed schools’ and libraries’ purchasing decisions during the pandemic?
- What information should the Commission direct USAC to collect to enable the Commission to evaluate progress towards meeting its goals?
- Should the Commission adopt specific performance goals and measures with respect to the administration of the Fund as it has done for the E-Rate program? If so, what should those performance goals be?

Eligible Schools and Libraries.
- Can schools, libraries, and consortia of schools and libraries eligible for support under the E-Rate program be eligible to receive funding from the Emergency Connectivity Fund?
- Are there other entities, not already eligible under the E-Rate program, that the Commission should make eligible for support through the Emergency Connectivity Fund?
Eligible Equipment and Services.

• Should the Commission provide funding only for equipment and services that are needed to provide the connectivity required to enable and support remote learning for students, school staff, and library patrons?

• What are the specific equipment and services necessary to support and facilitate the connectivity required for remote learning during the defined emergency period? Is more specificity needed than ARPA’s definition of eligible equipment as (1) Wi-Fi hotspots, (2) modems, (3) routers, (4) devices that combine a modem and router, and (5) connected devices (defined in ARPA as laptop computers, tablet computers, or similar end-user devices that are capable of connecting to advanced telecommunications and information services)?
  o Should the FCC clarify that modems include wireless modems, such as air cards?
  o Should the FCC provide any further guidance regarding what sorts of connected devices are eligible for reimbursement through the Emergency Connectivity Fund?
  o Should desktop computers be eligible for funding as “similar end-user devices” that are capable of connecting to “advanced telecommunications and information services”?

• Should the Commission propose that a connected device supported through the Emergency Connectivity Fund be able to support video conferencing platforms and other software necessary to ensure full participation in remote learning activities? This would exclude mobile phones (i.e., smartphones) as eligible connected devices because such devices do not sufficiently allow students, school staff, and library patrons to meaningfully participate in remote learning activities.

• Should the Commission impose minimum system requirements for connected devices supported by the Emergency Connectivity Fund and, if so, what those system requirements should be.

• Should the Commission require that connected devices be Wi-Fi enabled and have video and camera functions to enable remote learning?

• Are there rules that the Commission should adopt to ensure that “connected devices” eligible for support from the Emergency Connectivity Fund are accessible to and usable by people with different types of disabilities, including people who are deaf or hard of hearing; blind or with low vision; deaf and blind; and those with physical disabilities?

• What other issues should the Commission consider when adopting requirements for connected devices to ensure that all students, school staff, and library patrons will be able to fully engage in remote learning?

• Should the Commission limit services to those that can be supported by and delivered with eligible equipment as defined in the American Rescue Plan (i.e., Wi-Fi hotspots, modems, routers, devices that combine a modem and router, and connected devices)? This would result in excluding dark fiber and the construction of new networks, including the construction of self-provisioned networks.

• Should the Commission interpret “advanced telecommunications and information services” to include the equipment necessary to deliver these services to connected devices as eligible? Should installation costs, taxes, and fees be included as an allowable cost?

• Should the Commission impose minimum service standards and data thresholds with respect to those services in order to consider them to be eligible advanced telecommunications and information services? If so, what should they be? In that regard, we seek comment on what standards are needed to enable and facilitate robust remote learning.

• Given that many schools and libraries have already purchased advanced telecommunications and information services to meet the needs of their students, school staff, and library patrons,
should the Commission impose minimum service standards on a going-forward basis only, if at all?

**Eligible Uses.**

- Should the Commission require that equipment and services purchased with funding from the Emergency Connectivity Fund be primarily for educational purposes?
- If the Commission adopts this approach, what guidance should the Commission provide schools and libraries about how eligible equipment and services can be used?
- What safeguards should the Commission impose to ensure that schools and libraries are reimbursed only for the purchase of equipment and services used primarily for educational purposes?
- Should, for example, schools and libraries be required to restrict access to eligible equipment and services to those students, school staff, and patrons with appropriate credentials?
- Would such an approach allow support for bulk programs that serve a large number of students and their families?

**Reasonable Support Amount.**

- Should the Commission reimburse for purchases of eligible equipment and services made by eligible schools and libraries since January 27, 2020?
- Do commenters interpret the American Rescue Plan as requiring the Commission to do so, subject to the Commission’s authority to determine reasonable costs for eligible equipment and services? If the Commission has the authority to set a different date, what date should it choose and why?
- We recognize that many schools and libraries have already entered into contracts to purchase eligible equipment and services to meet the remote learning needs of their students, school staff, and patrons. We therefore propose to allow eligible schools and libraries to seek reimbursement for the cost of eligible equipment and services purchased without having conducted a Commission-mandated competitive bidding process for purposes of the Emergency Connectivity Fund.
- We propose that the Commission require schools and libraries seeking funding from the Emergency Connectivity Fund to certify that they have complied with all applicable state, Tribal, or local procurement requirements with respect to the contracts they used to purchase eligible equipment and services. Can the Commission reasonably assume that schools and libraries that complied with applicable state, local and Tribal procurement requirements purchased eligible equipment and services at reasonable prices?
- Should the Commission adopt a streamlined competitive bidding process to be used by eligible schools and libraries that have not yet purchased or entered into contracts to purchase eligible equipment and/or services?
- Should the Commission reduce to 14 days the time that an applicant must wait to enter into a contract with a service provider after posting a request for bids? Are there other ways the Commission could streamline the competitive bidding process? For example, should the Commission adopt the modified competitive bidding rules adopted in the 2017 Hurricanes Order?
- Are there other exemptions the Commission should consider for the competitive bidding requirements? For example, are there state master contracts that schools and libraries should be allowed to use for purchases that are reimbursed through the Emergency Connectivity Fund without having to conduct a competitive bidding process? We seek comment on these issues and request examples of such contracts be provided.
• Should the Commission establish a range of costs that are reasonable for each category of equipment and service eligible for funding through the Emergency Connectivity Fund (i.e., Wi-Fi hotspots; modems; routers; devices that combine a modem and router; connected devices; and advanced telecommunications and information services)?
• How should the Commission determine the reasonableness of the costs associated with each category of eligible equipment and service?
• Should the Commission rely on costs for eligible equipment and services identified in response to this Public Notice, the Remote Learning Public Notice, or used in the Emergency Broadband Benefit Program and/or the existing E-Rate program to determine what is reasonable?

Application Process.
• We propose that the Commission direct USAC to open a 30-day Emergency Connectivity Fund filing window to allow eligible schools and libraries to apply for funding for eligible equipment and services purchases made or to be made between January 27, 2020 and June 30, 2021, which is the period between the start of the COVID-19 emergency period and the end of E-Rate funding year 2021.
• Is 30 days an appropriate filing window length?
• Although we expect demand will be high for the first funding window, if demand does not exceed available funds for the first application period, we also propose that the Commission direct USAC to open a filing window for the Emergency Connectivity Fund in the second quarter of every year (i.e., between April and June) for each of the following funding years, until the funds are exhausted or the emergency period ends, whichever is earlier.
• Should we require applicants to conduct an assessment of their need for eligible equipment and services and to align the funding requests that they file during the second and subsequent filing windows with their needs assessments? Should future filing windows be limited to prospective funding requests? We also seek comment on whether more than one filing window(s) a year should be open during the emergency period.

Prioritization of Funding.
• We propose that the Commission adopt rules applying the discount methodology used in the existing E-Rate program to prioritize funding requests, in the event that demand exceeds available funding.

Reimbursement Process.
• We also seek comment on the reimbursement process and on how the Commission can structure the process to provide funds to schools and libraries as quickly as possible to assist with the challenges presented by the pandemic. We seek to reduce the burdens on applicants during this challenging time, while also ensuring that funds are used for eligible equipment and services and primarily for an educational purpose, and otherwise minimize the risk of waste, fraud, and abuse.
• We propose requiring applicants (rather than service providers) to submit invoices detailing the items purchased to receive reimbursement. We seek comment on this proposal.
• What documentation should be included with the reimbursement request?
• Is having schools and libraries submit invoices and documentation an effective safeguard against the misuse of funds given that reimbursement is for 100% of the costs?
• Or, in the alternative, could a streamlined invoicing form or other invoice mechanism simplify review and be an effective safeguard against waste, fraud, and abuse of the Emergency Connectivity Fund?
• In order to ensure efficient administration of the Emergency Connectivity Fund and allow the Commission to de-obligate committed funds for use by other schools and libraries, we also propose establishing a short window for schools and libraries to file invoices and reimbursement requests. What would be the shortest possible invoice filing deadline period that would not impose undue burden on applicants?

Treatment of Eligible Equipment during and after the COVID-19 Emergency Period.
• Should, for example, schools and libraries be permitted to use eligible equipment for any purpose that the school or library considers appropriate after the emergency period? Or, should the use of eligible equipment after the emergency period continue to be restricted to primarily educational purposes as defined by the Commission?
• Similarly, should the Commission prohibit the sale, resale, or transfer of the purchased equipment for anything of value consistent with the current E-Rate program rules during and after the emergency period? Or, recognizing the relatively short lifespan of most computers and communications equipment, should schools and libraries have flexibility about how to dispose of equipment after the emergency period?
• Are there any other restrictions the Commission should impose on the use of eligible equipment both during and after the emergency period ends?

The Children’s Internet Protection Act (CIPA).
• Should CIPA requirements extend to all school or library devices supported by funding through the Emergency Connectivity Fund that are used off-campus and outside the traditional E-Rate-supported networks?
• Should the Commission modify any of the existing CIPA-related rules or procedures to cover this situation? For example, should a CIPA certification be included on the application for funding, rather than on a separate form?
• Should a CIPA certification made in the traditional E-Rate program suffice for compliance to receive support from the Emergency Connectivity Fund?

Other Federal and State Funding for Remote Learning.
• We further propose that schools and libraries must certify that they have not received and will not seek funding for the funded equipment and/or services from other federal or targeted state programs when seeking funding or reimbursement through the Emergency Connectivity Fund.
• We seek comment on this proposal and whether there should be additional safeguards to prevent duplicate funding for the same equipment and services across the federal universal service programs and other federal or targeted state funding programs, as well as avoiding reimbursement for items that were provided as a gift.

Protections Against Waste, Fraud, and Abuse.
• We propose that the Commission require Emergency Connectivity Fund participants to retain records related to their participation in the Fund sufficient to demonstrate their compliance with the rules adopted by the Commission for at least 10 years from the last date of service or delivery of equipment.
• We also propose that the Commission require participants to present that information upon request to the Commission and its delegates, including USAC, and to the staff of the Commission’s Office of Inspector General.
• We propose that Emergency Connectivity Fund participants be required to maintain an asset inventory of devices purchased with these funds and record at a minimum: (1) device type (i.e., laptop, tablet, mobile hotspot, modem gateway/router); (2) device make/model and equipment
serial number; (3) the individual to whom the device was provided; and (4) the dates the device was provided to and returned by the individual.

- We propose requiring Emergency Connectivity Fund participants to maintain a record of the services purchased with these funds, recording at a minimum: (1) type of service provided (i.e., DSL, cable, fiber, fixed wireless, satellite, mobile wireless); (2) broadband plan details, including: upload and download speeds and the monthly data cap; and (3) the individual(s) to whom the service was provided.

- For fixed broadband service, we also propose to require applicants to maintain a record of the service address for the broadband service and the actual installation date of service.

- We seek comment on requiring service providers providing monthly services reimbursed through this Fund to report and validate usage of the supported services provided after adoption of new rules.
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In the Matter of
Establishing Emergency Connectivity Fund To Close The Homework Gap

WC Docket No. 21-93

COMMENTS OF THE COUNCIL OF THE GREAT CITY SCHOOLS

The Council of the Great City Schools is pleased to submit comments in response to the Commission’s Public Notice released on March 16, 2021 (WC Docket No. 21-93; DA 21-317) regarding the Emergency Connectivity Fund For Educational Connections And Devices To Address The Homework Gap During The Pandemic. The Council requests a flexible and targeted implementation of the Emergency Connectivity Fund to support school district provision of off-campus and at-home internet service for high poverty students, and the group urges quick action by the Commission to assist school districts with their ongoing efforts.

Introduction

In major cities and throughout the United States, public schools have revamped operations and instructional systems to help meet the unexpected COVID-19 challenges the nation has struggled with for over a year. In the first chaotic days of the crisis and with no promise of aid, urban districts organized to provide meals to millions of students and families, set up drop-off points, arranged home deliveries, and distributed meals at homeless shelters and to students on the street. On the instructional side, schools similarly made a rapid transformation from school-based to home-based learning and the energy, dedication, and urgency that have gone into these efforts have been extraordinary.

Since COVID-19 began forcing changes to K-12 instruction across the country, the nation has become more aware of the institutional inequities that exist in our public school systems, especially in large urban districts with some of the highest concentrations of students of color, English learners, and high poverty. The 77 school district members in the Council (representing approximately 0.5 percent of the 14,000 school districts in the US) enroll some 8 million urban students, including approximately 28 percent of the nation’s Hispanic students, 29 percent of the nation’s African American students, and 25 percent of the nation’s children living in poverty.

In the recent American Jobs Plan infrastructure proposal, the Biden Administration underscored the challenges for students enrolled in Council districts, “In urban areas as well, there is a stark digital divide: a much higher percentage of White families use home broadband internet than Black or Latino families.
The last year made painfully clear the cost of these disparities, particularly for students who struggled to connect while learning remotely, compounding learning loss and social isolation for those students.”

Many of the nation’s urban schools are opening this month for the first time in over a year, and those that have been open for in-person learning are still educating only a fraction of their students on campus. The E-Rate has been an invaluable resource to connect classrooms, but the urban students we enroll have long lacked the at-home access that is now essential to participate in a remote learning environment, including Internet connections, devices, and computers. The Commission’s fast action to deliver Emergency Connectivity Funds to support remote learning during the COVID-19 pandemic will be a great relief to school districts, as our work to ensure that urban students have reliable Internet access is ongoing, costly, and, to date, mostly covered at local expense.

As we did in our comments on the Public Notice regarding Addressing the Homework Gap Through the E-Rate Program (WC Docket 21-31), we also urge the Commission to resume consideration of the necessary and permanent use of E-Rate support for off-campus connectivity, as it has in the past. The nation’s schools must not continue to struggle to support the remote access that has long been needed for homework and other educational activities and is now recognized as an essential part of daily instruction and blended learning for many students. A flexible approach to the Emergency Connectivity Fund will not only support districts for their connectivity efforts, but it will serve as a pilot program for innovative approaches that support students wherever they learn.

**Poverty-Focused Budget Funding Process**

The key concepts we want to emphasize in our comments are flexibility and speed, and that begins with the funding allocation process the Commission uses. The Emergency Connectivity Fund (ECF) has a different purpose and should not mirror the E-Rate program’s requirements, but there are existing structures and formats from the E-Rate that can be adapted to align with the goal of the ECF. For example, beginning in Funding Year 2016, the Commission began allowing applicants to receive direct reimbursement from USAC. This decision simplified the invoicing procedures and allowed the program to speed disbursements to schools and libraries, a lesson that the ECF should benefit from.

The most essential element of the E-Rate program that the Council feels should be applied to ECF is the applicant budget process that is used for Category Two (C2) funding. With some modifications to target ECF funding on high need, the C2 budget process can be a familiar mechanism that applicants will readily understand and USAC can administer quickly. When the budget concept was introduced in a Public Notice in 2014, the rationale given by the Commission was that it would provide applicants with flexibility and predictability. As the Notice said at the time, providing “applicants certainty about the amount of funding that would be available to them” should also be a central component of the ECF’s implementation. The budget approach is certainly more desirable than the often drawn-out reimbursement process of the E-Rate’s old Priority Two funding, when local administrators remained in limbo awaiting word on when and how much of their submitted funding requests would be supported, if at all.

The Council supports the C2 budget approach but would modify the E-Rate system to calculate ECF school district funding based entirely on students in poverty. The emergency nature of the pandemic, and in particular the remote connectivity needs, differs significantly than E-Rate’s C2 goal of supporting broadband deployment to all of America’s schools and classrooms. While the E-Rate program includes a
poverty factor to determine the exact discount level provided to applicants, every student in a school district is factored into that program’s C2 calculations through the per-pupil budget allocation. Studies consistently show that school-age children in lower-income households are especially likely to lack broadband access at home. So under the Emergency Connectivity Fund, we feel the per-pupil budget calculations should exclude non-poor students and focus funding on a more discrete universe: the children in poverty who have required remote learning assistance.

Since school districts will not be required to contribute a local share to qualify, an ECF matrix analogous to the discount matrix should also be used to provide an additional layer of priority for school districts in rural locations and those with the highest percentages of poverty. But the initial per pupil budget amount and calculation should be based on the number of students in poverty in the school district, as identified by FRPL in the National School Lunch Program or the approved poverty measure the applicant used in their recent E-Rate applications.

As an example, if the Commission allocates $250 per-pupil for the ECF budget, a school district with 5,000 students in poverty (out of a total student enrollment of 10,000) would multiply 5,000 x $250. The resulting $1.25 million would be multiplied by the corresponding percentage in the ECF matrix. If the percentages in the existing C2 discount matrix are used, the school district’s poverty percentage of 50% means that the $1.25 million would be multiplied by 80%, and the $1 million product of that calculation is the total ECF budget for that school district.

In this poverty-focused approach, another school district with 5,000 poor students but a total enrollment of only 6,500 would receive more funding than the above school district because the poverty percentage for the district was higher. So the calculation of 5,000 poor students x $250 would remain the same, but the resulting $1.25 million would instead be multiplied by 85%, or whatever higher percentage was included in the ECF matrix for applicants with higher concentrations of poverty. The ECF matrix could continue to differentiate between rural and urban applicants as the E-Rate discount matrix does, and we recommend that the Commission continue to treat districts at the highest levels of poverty equally, regardless of locale. If an existing discount matrix is used as a model, we would recommend the Category One matrix due to the 90% factor applied to school districts with the highest poverty percentages.

We are certain some commenters may support an ECF budget approach but balk at the poverty-focused per-pupil calculation the Council proposes. In anticipation of this resistance, we will note that on three separate occasions, Congress approved significant COVID-19 relief funding for school districts calculated entirely on disadvantaged students. The amount of Elementary and Secondary School Emergency Relief (ESSER) funds that States and school districts were allocated under the CARES Act, the Coronavirus Response and Relief Supplemental Appropriations (CRRSA) Act, and the American Rescue Plan (ARP) Act is based on the ESEA Title I funding formula. The Title I formula primarily uses a count of poor children, as well as neglected and delinquent, foster children, and students from families receiving TANF. Every child attending a school district is not included in the calculation of Title I funds, except when total enrollment is used as a denominator to calculate a districtwide percentage of poverty in order to further “weight” the initial count of disadvantaged students.

The poverty-focused approach from Title I will distribute almost $200 billion in total ESSER funding over the three COVID relief bills, and it was approved by a White House and Senate that was under Republican control in 2020 and under Democratic control in 2021. The Emergency Connectivity Fund that Congress approved will provide relief for the same emergency as ESSER, albeit with only $7 billion in financial
support. The E-Rate’s Category Two budget is a simple, familiar, and efficient approach to allocate ECF quickly, but the limited funding necessitates even greater targeting than the traditional E-Rate budget approach, or funding will be stretched very thinly.

**Eligible Items and Services**

The flexibility the budget system provides to school districts is also how the Council recommends the Commission approach eligible items and services for the ECF. The program goal is to support off-campus connectivity on an emergency basis going back to the start of the pandemic in 2020, and while the American Rescue Plan outlined some of the allowable services and devices that can achieve that, we do not feel the statutory list should be considered exhaustive. When the proposed source of funding was E-Rate, the record in response to the Public Notice on Addressing the Homework Gap Through the E-Rate Program made clear that a flexible and all-inclusive approach to eligible services is required to connect students during the pandemic. We expect the requests for flexibility to remain ubiquitous in this ECF proceeding, especially since the ECF is not Universal Service funding and the Commission need not be constrained by whether a waiver of E-Rate rules is required.

Of course, urban school districts have relied heavily on traditional connectivity methods like hotpots and wired internet during the pandemic. Council members have likely purchased over a million mobile wireless or mifi hotspots since 2020 began and continue to cover their monthly fees. Our members have also paid for the initial sign-up and recurring monthly costs for wired internet subscriptions for tens of thousands of students to connect at home. Even though most of these services are going to students from households eligible under the Emergency Broadband Benefit (EBB) program, urban school districts were effectively excluded from EBB support since we typically cover the full expense for our students and families, and do not pass along any of the subscription costs to them. For a variety of reasons, many of our families are unlikely to sign up for free or discounted EBB services on their own, and ECF funding is needed to ensure we are reimbursed for these purchases retroactively and can continue to cover their costs going forward.

If they so choose, districts should also be permitted to use their budget allocations to build and deploy private LTE networks and fixed wireless services from the school campus into the community. The limitations of the E-Rate have historically affected school districts’ abilities to undertake these projects and curtailed more widespread participation in remote learning once the COVID-19 emergency forced almost every school in the nation to close. Future proceedings can determine whether those limitations remain necessary for the E-Rate program, but they should not apply to ECF budgets during the emergency period. In fact, the ECF provides a unique opportunity for some districts to attempt services they have not previously, but which may prove a more cost-effective manner of connecting students in the long-term.

We appreciate the Commission’s request for input regarding ECF support and believe districts should be given flexibility to use emergency funds to purchase any goods and services necessary to connect students and deliver instruction. The variety of efforts school districts are using to keep their communities connected encompass a broad range of services, and ECF flexibility is needed to support all of them. Our districts have sent school buses equipped with wi-fi signals to neighborhoods where connectivity is an issue. Learning management systems, antennas, base stations, in-home wi-fi routers and modems, SIM cards and installation and configuration costs should also be allowed under ECF, as well as the approval of voice services. Some districts have spent significant funds during the pandemic to expand on-premise VoIP solutions and extend voice services for employees working from home.
ECF support for remote connectivity and deploying district networks off-campus will also require greater protection, and we repeat the request from our recent petition that additional cybersecurity functions be supported. We also request that the Commission not include the broad application of CIPA requirements to devices and services with these funds. In some cases, off-campus access and filtering is possible through web-based or device-based approaches, but it would be impossible for applicants to police CIPA requirements and ensure compliance with connections directly from the home to a service provider. The retroactive application of such a requirement is unfair, and any prospective application should depend on the connectivity solution that is used.

**ECF Should Not Condition Funding on Unnecessary Requirements**

The Council’s request for ECF flexibility means we do not support the Commission limiting emergency funds for services or devices based on certain conditions or standards. This belief starts with rejecting the proposal to only allow prospective or forthcoming purchases with ECF. This proposal assumes that since certain costs were allowable with other federal relief funds (such as the CARES Act), money has been readily available for prior purchases. However, the Elementary and Secondary School Education Relief (ESSER) funds approved by Congress must address a wide collection of district needs, from PPE to meal distribution and ventilation systems and academic needs. And ESSER funding approved in the CRRSA Act and the American Rescue Plan has yet to reach school districts.

Many school districts have also seen a reduction in their annual operational funding as states reduce education aid to reflect the additional federal funds that were approved, resulting in no additional benefit at the local level. The third round of ESSER funds under the American Rescue Plan also includes a required 20% expenditure to address learning loss, but none of the relief bills required technology purchases. In addition to learning loss, recent presentations by U.S. Department of Education officials indicated upcoming ESSER guidance might prioritize activities related to school reopening, which could make local officials hesitant to use funding for remote or at-home learning. Distance learning is an allowable use of ESSER funds, but the Commission should not assume that school districts will be able to direct the money towards the crucial connectivity gap with so many competing priorities.

The Commission should also allow the emergency purchase of devices and services without the competitive bidding process that accompanies E-Rate, at the very least for retroactive reimbursement of expenses. Following the closing of schools in 2020, districts were forced to take immediate steps to meet the needs of their students. Urban schools certainly understand that our use of funds under ECF and the entire American Rescue Plan will be subject to intense scrutiny, program reviews, and audits. We feel that submitting invoices for products and services that are ordered or received during the emergency period is sufficient documentation that state, local, or district procurement policies were followed to the extent possible. A self-certification on the ECF application to that effect might give further assurance to the Commission while minimizing burden for school districts.

The Council also understands the rationale for the Commission’s proposal to impose minimum system requirements for connected devices and minimum service standards and data thresholds for advanced telecommunications and information services. We agree that participation in remote learning requires a device that can support an array of learning technologies, and minimum service and data thresholds are needed to enable and facilitate robust remote learning. But we disagree that emergency funding should be conditioned on whether such benchmarks were met when school districts had to get millions of students
connected at a moment’s notice last spring. Devices that met these specifications were often ordered but not delivered. And in every city and urban area in the nation, there are neighborhoods that are underserved and lacking access to advanced telecommunications, or those where providers have not maintained their infrastructure. School districts were unable to decline telecommunications services for students from those areas based on minimum connectivity requirements when doing so would have left students with no connectivity at all.

Urban school districts have been using a substantial amount of their own funds to serve students since federal connectivity assistance has not yet materialized. The costs began in the spring of 2020, when widespread remote learning first launched, and have continued to accumulate in the 2020-21 school year as most urban districts are operating in either a hybrid or fully virtual environment. In many cities, the costs for providing students with internet access are actually increasing each month, as school districts successfully connect more students and as providers’ initial promotional and “free sign-up” periods have concluded. An amendment to the Telecommunications Act’s definition of advanced services, or a future proceeding on E-Rate and permanently ending the homework gap, can determine whether specific benchmarks and thresholds should be required. But districts made good faith and often extraordinary efforts to support remote learning, and these efforts should not be dismissed or devalued by requiring adherence to standards that are not practically attainable for every student and in every home in an emergency.

The Council also recommends that the Commission reject conditions on funding because it adds layers that will inevitably delay disbursements to school districts. Additional requirements will increase the burden of the application and the number of items that USAC will need to review before funds are committed. For applicants, this may mean additional Selective Reviews, Program Integrity Assurance (PIA), or other audit functions that attempt to measure whether those requirements were met. Along those lines, we similarly request that a needs assessment should not be required for ECF. Not only will a requirement such as this increase applicant burden and USAC review time, but the needs assessment (as a required component of the technology plan) was specifically removed from the E-Rate requirements more than five years ago.

CONCLUSION

The passage in our introduction about the lack of internet access for urban students was taken from the Biden Administration’s American Jobs Plan, a recent proposal to strengthen our nation’s infrastructure and deploy reliable high-speed broadband to everyone in the nation. The goals of the plan are worthy, but currently remain only a future possibility as concrete legislative language and successful congressional action are high hurdles to surmount. The American Rescue Plan, however, was signed into law less than a month ago, and we appreciate the Commission’s speedy action to turn the Emergency Connectivity Fund provisions into immediate and tangible support.

The COVID-19 crisis has provided an opportunity to address historical gaps in internet access and invest in solutions that transform schools and make a difference in the lives of urban students nationwide. While the challenges may be daunting and without precedent, urban school leaders and the dedicated professionals who work in our districts will persevere through the current school year and as long as the pandemic lasts. The goal of our large urban school districts is not simply a return to normal, but to reshape our educational systems into a new model that meets the needs of today’s and tomorrow’s students. The assistance of the Commission and funding from the Emergency Connectivity Fund is sorely needed to help our schools best serve the students, families, and communities in our cities.
Respectfully Submitted,

Michael D. Casserly, Executive Director
Council of the Great City Schools

Address:
Council of the Great City Schools
Suite 1100N
1331 Pennsylvania Avenue, NW
Washington, DC 20004

**Member districts:** Albuquerque, Anchorage, Arlington (Texas), Atlanta, Aurora (Colorado), Austin, Baltimore, Birmingham, Boston, Bridgeport, Broward County (Ft. Lauderdale), Buffalo, Charleston, Charlotte-Mecklenburg, Chicago, Cincinnati, Clark County (Las Vegas), Cleveland, Columbus, Dallas, Dayton, Denver, Des Moines, Detroit, Duval County (Jacksonville), East Baton Rouge, El Paso, Fort Worth, Fresno, Guilford County (Greensboro, N.C.), Hawaii, Hillsborough County (Tampa), Houston, Indianapolis, Jackson, Jefferson County (Louisville), Kansas City, Long Beach, Los Angeles, Manchester (New Hampshire), Miami-Dade County, Milwaukee, Minneapolis, Nashville, New Orleans, New York City, Newark, Norfolk, Oakland, Oklahoma City, Omaha, Orange County (Orlando), Palm Beach County, Philadelphia, Pinellas County, Pittsburgh, Portland, Providence, Puerto Rico, Richmond, Rochester, Sacramento, San Antonio, San Diego, San Francisco, Santa Ana, Seattle, Shelby County (Memphis), St. Louis, St. Paul, Stockton, Toledo, Toronto, Tulsa, Washington, D.C., Washoe County (Reno), and Wichita.
The Council of the Great City Schools is pleased to submit reply comments in response to the Commission’s Public Notice released on March 16, 2021 (WC Docket No. 21-93; DA 21-317) regarding the Emergency Connectivity Fund For Educational Connections And Devices To Address The Homework Gap During The Pandemic. The Council continues to request a flexible and targeted implementation of the Emergency Connectivity Fund, and it believes that the initial comments submitted certainly support this approach. We urge quick action by the Commission to assist school districts’ ongoing efforts and the provision of off-campus and at-home internet service for high poverty students.

Introduction

The Commission has been focused on broadband deployment and the Homework Gap for years, but only since COVID-19 forced changes to K-12 instruction across the country has the nation at-large become keenly aware of the internet access inequities that exist in our public-school systems. More than a year into the pandemic, the lack of connectivity remains a major issue in large urban districts with some of the highest concentrations of students of color, English learners, and high poverty. The 77 school district members in the Council alone (representing approximately 0.5 percent of the 14,000 school districts in the US) enroll some 8 million urban students, including approximately 28 percent of the nation’s Hispanic students, 29 percent of the nation’s African American students, and 25 percent of the nation’s children living in poverty.

Our students have long lacked access to the educational resources they now must have at home to participate in the new technology-based environment, including Internet connections, devices, and computers. A recent report from the Bipartisan Policy Center on “Understanding the Urban Digital Divide” underscored the extent of the need in cities across the nation. “Much of the focus on the digital divide has centered on the gulf between rural and urban areas. However, census data revealed that while approximately 5 million rural households do not have access to broadband, this problem is three times as large in urban areas—with around 15 million urban or metro households without broadband.” Urban school districts have undertaken heroic efforts to connect as many families as possible in the past year, and a targeted and flexible administration of the Emergency Connectivity Fund (ECF) can support those efforts and lay the groundwork for a permanent closing of the Homework Gap.
A Budget Approach Has Significant Support in the Record

The Council’s initial comments underscored the differences between the E-Rate program and the Emergency Connectivity Fund because the two programs need not duplicate each other. The very nature of ECF – support for devices and off-campus connections – distinguishes it from the original Schools and Libraries program since those services are not eligible for E-Rate support. But there are existing E-Rate structures that can help ensure an expedient and beneficial administration of ECF, specifically the use of a budget allocation system. The Council suggests modifying the E-Rate’s Category Two budget methodology to target funds based on poor students and disburse funds quickly using a process familiar to applicants and USAC.

A budget approach received significant support in the comments from a number of notable stakeholders. The State Education Technology Directors Association (SETDA) endorsed the approach, included the same rationales as our local urban school coalition, and made similar arguments about the need for targeting in their comments. “A capped budget system is equitable, efficient, and predictable, and SETDA’s members strongly support adopting a similar model for the ECF. This approach would provide incentives for cost effective purchasing, while also empowering local leaders to make decisions about the connectivity options and devices that best meet the needs of their students and educators. A capped model also lends itself to a less burdensome and less time-consuming application process. A capped system must, however, provide extra funding for geographically isolated rural and other unusually high-cost areas served by school districts…The commission should adopt a per-student budget cap model that favors rural school districts and districts serving large numbers of students eligible for free and reduced-price meals.”

Indeed, the Council’s comments suggested modifying the C2 budget approach to calculate ECF school district funding based entirely on students in poverty. The emergency nature of the pandemic, and in particular the remote connectivity need, differs significantly than the annual E-Rate goal of supporting broadband deployment to all of America’s schools and classrooms. In fact, the E-Rate Modernization Order in 2014 expressly stated the adoption of the budget approach for every school district in the nation was specifically intended, “to spread support more broadly than under the current system.” The E-Rate budget system does include a poverty factor to determine the exact discount level provided to applicants, but only after every student in a school district is factored into that program’s C2 calculations through the per-pupil budget allocation. But not every student lacked internet access or needed support to connect to their school, teachers, and classmates during the pandemic. The Commission can and should target this emergency funding on poverty to address the systemic issues behind the Homework Gap.

Studies consistently show that school-age children in lower-income households are especially likely to lack broadband access at home. Under the Emergency Connectivity Fund, we repeat our proposal to exclude non-poor students from the per-pupil budget calculations and focus funding on a more discrete universe: the children in poverty who have required remote learning assistance. We also suggested the inclusion of an ECF matrix analogous to the discount matrix be used to provide an additional layer of priority for disadvantaged school districts in rural locations and those with the highest percentages of poverty nationwide, essentially providing further support for the same beneficiaries proposed by SETDA. But the initial per pupil budget amount and calculation should be based on the number of students in poverty in the school district, as identified by FRPL in the National School Lunch Program or the approved poverty measure the applicant used in their recent E-Rate applications.
Local groups such as the Council do not always see eye-to-eye with state organizations, but an ECF budget approach was supported by another statewide group, the State E-Rate Coordinators Alliance (SECA). Although SECA proposed including non-poor students in their budget calculations, they still underscored the need for greater targeting on the neediest children. “To be clear, these amounts per student are not designed or intended to be used to pay for services for all students since some percentage of them – which may be most students in a district - already have adequate internet at home and do not need financial support from their schools for this purpose. The funds can and should be applied and targeted to provide internet to those unconnected or inadequately connected and to pay for the services that the schools already have incurred unexpectedly and plan to pay for the duration of the pandemic.” The Council’s proposal would ensure the targeting occurred at the outset by funding applicants based on their low-income students.

Several other stakeholder organizations promoted the benefits of a budget system. Funds for Learning, an early proponent of the budget approach in the E-Rate, championed transferring the benefits of the system here, stating that, “This approach will also improve the efficiency and efficacy of the ECF.” The Consortium for School Networking (CoSN) also suggested a modified budget methodology as the best way to distribute ECF and, although the specifics of their proposal differed in slight ways, echoed similar needs as the Council. “CoSN urges the Commission to adopt a per-student cap model, weighted to provide additional resources to high poverty and rural school districts, for distributing program funds. A well-designed cap-based model would be efficient, equitable, and offer a much lower-burden application process.”

Finally, we highlight the comments of the SHLB coalition, who outlined multiple reasons for a budget method in their comments. “By providing a fixed amount of funding per school district or library, the school districts and libraries can determine the best and most efficient means of providing service to their communities without fear that they will drain the fund with wasteful expenditures. Schools and libraries are long-standing and trusted community institutions that are already subject to enormous oversight by school boards and municipal officials, so there is no need for the Commission to look over their shoulders to determine whether they made the best possible choice. As long as the funds are used for broadband equipment, services and devices, the schools and libraries themselves are better equipped than federal government officials to determine what particular services and devices best meet the needs of their communities.”

We agree with our fellow commenters on the multiple benefits of the budget method. The program will be much simpler for both the applicants and administrator than an item-by-item reimbursement approach. The budget proposal also relieves the Commission of needing to resolve specifics questions and proposals in the Public Notice, such as cost-effective purchasing and retroactivity dates. With a poverty methodology such as the one we outlined, the Commission can also ensure the limited funding addresses the needs of those in poverty and truly focus on those affected by the Homework Gap.

**Flexibility is Needed in an Emergency**

Flexibility is a natural complement to the budget system discussed above and allows school districts to pair the greatest problems with workable solutions. As expected, there were widespread requests for flexibility from a diverse set of commenters in this proceeding. An “all in” approach to eligible services is required to connect the greatest number of students during the pandemic, and the record is filled with examples and requests from different applicant types along those lines.
The Los Angeles Unified School District supported a flexible approach that is not weighed down with requirements, stating, “We can most effectively serve our students and school communities through a system that is streamlined, adaptive and aligns to a rapidly evolving educational landscape. We believe that the best outcomes for our students are achieved by building on the successes of the E-rate program.” Pairing the budget approach and flexibility was also supported by district and governance leaders throughout the Golden State in joint comments filed by the Association of California School Administrators (ACSA) and the California School Boards Association (CSBA). “Given school districts’ need for a low-burden but equitable and effective process for obtaining ECF funds, the ACSA-CSBA Federal Partnership urges the Commission to use a budget caps model similar to E-rate Category 2….School district leaders best understand their students’ connectivity and device needs for remote learning. Congress recognized that districts require remote learning assistance covering both devices and connectivity and wisely provided flexibility in the ECF for program participants to decide the combination of devices and connectivity that would be most helpful for their students.”

The nonprofit Common Sense Media also urged local discretion and speedy action for the ECF. “We respectfully urge the Commission to allow schools and libraries the greatest flexibility possible to use these funds to ensure robust access for students and teachers to [support] distance learning throughout the duration of this public health emergency. Greater flexibility will allow for the quick and efficient distribution of these funds, as intended by Congress. This is an emergency fund, established in part to help mitigate harms caused by the covid-19 pandemic…This fund should seek to support both the rapid response efforts to address these needs by schools and libraries begun at the outset of the pandemic and the continuing efforts by schools and libraries to address the current needs of their communities.” Funds for Learning promoted flexibility by asking the Commission to focus on what the learner needs to get connected. “Rather than reverting to an eligible services policy with narrow definitions and strict requirements, ECF support should be available for any hardware, software, and/or service that a school or library deems necessary for remote learning…To define a distinct list of eligible equipment or services is to ignore the true nature of the challenges faced by students and library patrons.”

As the Council explained in our initial comments, flexibility should not only extend to the items and services purchased, but the purchasing process itself. The federal bidding and procurement requirements that govern the E-Rate should not be applied here, as explained by the Miami-Dade County Public Schools (M-DCPS). “M-DCPS expenses were all made subject to local and state procurement practices, including school board approval for amounts that require authorization. Use of existing school board procurement practices provides adequate safeguards, and any additional E-Rate requirements should be minimal burdens as it relates to purchases during the emergency period.”

SECA underscored Miami’s point regarding unnecessary layering of additional purchasing requirements, sharing that, “…state and local competitive bidding compliance have served and will continue to serve as an important safeguard to ensure that the charges for eligible services and equipment will be reasonable. These protections that are already in place should be sufficient without the necessity to superimpose a federal competitive bidding requirement onto the ECF program.” They went on to state that in this emergency period, the addition of a federal bidding requirement, “will be punitive.” The American Library Association offered a similar caution to the Commission about limiting burdens, saying that, “Administration and oversight of the Emergency Connectivity Fund should leverage lessons learned through applicant experience in the E-rate program to minimize applicant burden, and balance concerns for waste, fraud, and abuse.”
Finally, we would call attention to the Commission’s own response in their Frequently Asked Questions guidance regarding procurement requirements in the Teleheath Program during the pandemic. “Given the current pandemic and its impact on health care providers, the COVID-19 Telehealth Program does not have any competitive bidding requirements. However, we strongly encourage applicants to purchase cost-effective eligible services and devices to the extent practicable during this time.” The flexibility provided to other FCC programs during the current pandemic is no less needed for school districts and should also be applied to the Emergency Connectivity Fund.

**Spurring Further Progress**

As we mentioned in the introduction, we feel that the Emergency Connectivity Fund can lay the groundwork for a permanent closure of the Homework Gap, but it cannot do the work alone. The Biden Administration underscored the challenges for cities in announcing the American Jobs Plan. “In urban areas as well, there is a stark digital divide: a much higher percentage of White families use home broadband internet than Black or Latino families. The last year made painfully clear the cost of these disparities, particularly for students who struggled to connect while learning remotely, compounding learning loss and social isolation for those students.”

The ECF can create a foundation for solutions, a national infrastructure initiative like the American Jobs Plan can help with widespread broadband buildout, and the E-Rate program can help sustain operations over the long-term. As we did in our initial comments and our filing on Addressing the Homework Gap Through the E-Rate Program (WC Docket 21-31), we urge the Commission to resume consideration of the necessary and permanent use of E-Rate support for off-campus connectivity. The nation’s schools must not continue to struggle to support the remote access that has long been needed for homework and other educational activities and is now recognized as an essential part of daily instruction and blended learning for many students. A flexible approach to the Emergency Connectivity Fund can allow it to serve as a pilot program for innovative approaches to closing the Homework Gap.

**CONCLUSION**

The COVID-19 crisis has provided an opportunity to address historical gaps in internet access and invest in solutions that transform schools and make a difference in the lives of urban students nationwide. While the challenges may be daunting and without precedent, urban school leaders and the dedicated professionals who work in our districts will persevere through the current school year and as long as the pandemic lasts. The goal of our large urban school districts is not simply a return to normal, but to reshape our educational systems into a new model that meets the needs of today’s and tomorrow’s students.

Our nation’s inequities have been laid bare during the pandemic, and despite the tremendous efforts of urban school districts to bridge the divide, lack of connectivity remains a major issue in the big cities where high poverty compounds the inequities. The assistance of the Commission and targeted funding from the Emergency Connectivity Fund is sorely needed to help defray the ongoing costs and continue our efforts to better serve the neediest students, families, and communities in urban schools.
Respectfully Submitted,

Michael D. Casserly, Executive Director
Council of the Great City Schools

Address:
Council of the Great City Schools
Suite 1100N
1331 Pennsylvania Avenue, NW
Washington, DC 20004

**Member districts:** Albuquerque, Anchorage, Arlington (Texas), Atlanta, Aurora (Colorado), Austin, Baltimore, Birmingham, Boston, Bridgeport, Broward County (Ft. Lauderdale), Buffalo, Charleston, Charlotte-Mecklenburg, Chicago, Cincinnati, Clark County (Las Vegas), Cleveland, Columbus, Dallas, Dayton, Denver, Des Moines, Detroit, Duval County (Jacksonville), East Baton Rouge, El Paso, Fort Worth, Fresno, Guilford County (Greensboro, N.C.), Hawaii, Hillsborough County (Tampa), Houston, Indianapolis, Jackson, Jefferson County (Louisville), Kansas City, Long Beach, Los Angeles, Manchester (New Hampshire), Miami-Dade County, Milwaukee, Minneapolis, Nashville, New Orleans, New York City, Newark, Norfolk, Oakland, Oklahoma City, Omaha, Orange County (Orlando), Palm Beach County, Philadelphia, Pinellas County, Pittsburgh, Portland, Providence, Puerto Rico, Richmond, Rochester, Sacramento, San Antonio, San Diego, San Francisco, Santa Ana, Seattle, Shelby County (Memphis), St. Louis, St. Paul, Stockton, Toledo, Toronto, Tulsa, Washington, D.C., Washoe County (Reno), and Wichita.
May 5, 2021

Ms. Marlene H. Dortch  
Secretary  
Federal Communications Commission  
45 L Street, NE  
Washington, D.C. 20554

Re: Emergency Connectivity Fund (WC Docket No. 21-93)

Dear Ms. Dortch:

On May 5, 2021, the Council of the Great City Schools (CGCS) emailed the attached letter to Acting Chairwoman Jessica Rosenworcel and Chief of Staff Travis Litman.

The letter outlines our concerns with the exclusion of the significant expenditures made by school districts for student connected devices and expanded broadband services during the initial months of the pandemic. Under the draft Order, expenditures for eligible items and services that were made when remote learning began would not be reimbursed because the purchases occurred prior to July 1, 2020.

Respectfully submitted,

Michael Casserly  
Council of the Great City Schools

ATTACHMENT
May 5, 2021

The Honorable Jessica Rosenworcel
Acting Chairwoman
Federal Communications Commission
45 L Street NE
Washington, DC 20554

Dear Acting Chairwoman Rosenworcel:

The Council of the Great City Schools, the coalition of the nation’s largest urban school districts, appreciates the opportunity to provide our perspective on the draft Report and Order for the Emergency Connectivity Fund (WC Docket No. 21-93). The Council also appreciates the immense work of Commissioners and staff in a short amount of time, and the transparency of the Chair’s decision that “extraordinary circumstances” allowed the release of a draft Report and Order on the implementation of the Emergency Connectivity Fund (ECF). The Council will appropriately report this follow-up letter.

That said, the Great City Schools are concerned with the exclusion of the significant expenditures made by school districts for student-connected devices and expanded broadband services during the initial months of the pandemic when there were widespread school closures in the last few months of school year 2019-2020. The Council notes that nothing in the provisions of Emergency Connectivity Fund of the American Rescue Plan Act (ARP) authorizes an expenditure period during which otherwise eligible remote learning expenditures for devices and connectivity are excluded. In fact, the draft order acknowledges the “imperative to focus the Emergency Connectivity Fund Program on the equipment and services specified by Congress.” Moreover, section 7402(d)(5) of the American Rescue Plan expressly delineates the emergency period as beginning with the HHS declaration of the public health emergency (January 27, 2020) for the Emergency Connectivity Fund. The Commission’s discretion to further restrict or vary the reimbursement period for schools and libraries appears to be precluded by section 7402 of the ARP. There is no ambiguity in the statute directing the Commission to promulgate regulations “for the purchase during a COVID-19 emergency period of eligible equipment or advanced telecommunications services (or both).”

As noted in the Council’s submitted comments and in the draft order, due to the extraordinary circumstances of COVID-19, districts made a rapid transformation from school-based to home-based learning when schools were shut down nationwide. The Council, therefore, is puzzled by the proposed July 1, 2020 start date in the draft order, despite the order specifically acknowledging the early action and best efforts of school districts in the pre-July “shift from in-person instruction to remote learning,” as well as the expenditure of “scarce resources for purchasing devices and Internet connections for students and staff to help bridge the gap.” The draft order further underscores the goal to help “meet the need for connected devices and broadband services to facilitate remote learning during the COVID-19 pandemic” and to provide “reimbursement for the reasonable costs that school districts have already incurred.” The recognition of these early efforts by school districts to transition to online instruction seems strangely disconnected from the prohibition on reimbursements for that same period in the draft order.
The July 1, 2020 start date in the draft order and in the proposed rules bears no clear relationship to the pandemic-related purpose of the Emergency Connectivity Fund. The July 1, 2020 date is rationalized with a passing reference to administrative convenience in the FCC application and review process and by a timetable linked only to the tangentially related E-Rate discount program. The Council maintains that the start date for reimbursement of eligible expenditures under the ECF should adhere to the emergency period specified in section 7402 of the ARP, or at least have some connection to the pandemic-related closure of schools and libraries and the accompanying shift to remote services in late March 2020 or following the March 13, 2020 National Emergency Declaration.

The Council of the Great City Schools respectfully requests that the Commission reconsider the draft order and proposed rules to align the Emergency Connectivity Fund with the COVID-19 emergency period in the statute, or to allow for pandemic-related eligible expenditures to be reimbursed at least back to the initiation of the widespread school and library closures -- perhaps the most critical phase of the pandemic impact on schools and students.

Recommendations:
The Council recommends revision of the draft report and order in paragraphs 79, 80, and 84, and proposed 47 CFR 54.1708(b) to reflect the statutory emergency period beginning on January 27, 2020 from section 7402 of the ARP as the start date for Emergency Connectivity Fund reimbursement of eligible expenditures, as well as making conforming changes in other applicable provisions and footnotes in the draft order and report, proposed rules, and eligible services list.

In the alternative, if the Commission continues to proclaim the discretion to restrict the start date of the ECF reimbursements, the Council then recommends revision of the draft order in paragraphs 79, 80, and 84, and proposed 47 CFR 54.1708(b) to establish a start date that approximates the beginning of the nationwide school closures, or even as late as April 1, 2020, in addition to making conforming changes in other applicable provisions and footnotes in the draft order and report, proposed rules, and eligible services list.

Thank you for considering this requested revision from the Council of the Great City Schools. Please let me know if there are questions or clarifications needed.

Sincerely,

Michael Casserly
Executive Director
ELIGIBLE EQUIPMENT AND SERVICES.

Eligible equipment
- (1) Wi-Fi hotspots; (2) Modems; (3) Routers; (4) Devices that combine a modem and a router; and (5) Connected devices.

Eligible services
- Commercially-available fixed or mobile broadband Internet access services, including those available through bulk purchasing arrangements.
- ONLY when commercially-available fixed or wireless broadband Internet access services are not available will reasonable costs of construction of new networks, including self-provisioned networks, and/or the reasonable costs of customer premises equipment to receive datacasting services, be eligible

Maximum
- Support amounts are limited up to $400 for connected devices and up to $250 for Wi-Fi hotspots.

COMPETITIVE BIDDING REQUIREMENTS.
Applicant must comply with all applicable state, local, or Tribal procurement requirements – no additional federal requirements for the ECF

APPLICATION WINDOWS.

Initial window
- Funding requests for upcoming purchases (made between July 1, 2021 and June 30, 2022) for eligible equipment and services provided to students and school staff who would otherwise lack connected devices and/or broadband Internet access services sufficient to engage in remote learning.
- Initial 45 day application window for requests

Subsequent windows
- If funds remain after the first window, there will be a subsequent application window for previous purchases (between March 1, 2020 to June 30, 2021) for students and school staff.
- FCC may also decide to open a second prospective window for upcoming purchases before opening an application window to fund previously purchased eligible equipment and services.
- If funds remain, additional filing windows may be open until the funds are exhausted or the emergency period ends.
PRIORITIZING APPLICATIONS (IN CASE OF EXCESS DEMAND).

After each application window closes, USAC will determine if the total applicant requests exceed the total support available. If there are more requests than funds available, USAC will fully fund as many applications as possible, beginning with the most economically disadvantaged, as determined by applicant location on the E-Rate category one discount matrix (adjusted to provide a five percent increase for rural locale – see below).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>% of students eligible for National School Lunch Program</th>
<th>Emergency Connectivity Fund Prioritization Matrix</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Discount Level</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Urban</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt; 1</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1-19</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20-34</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>35-49</td>
<td>60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50-74</td>
<td>80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>75-100</td>
<td>90</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Schools and libraries eligible for a 95 percent discount on the matrix shall receive first priority to have their applications fully funded, followed by applicants at 90 percent on the matrix, then 85 percent, etc. If the remaining funds are not sufficient to support all of the funding requests within a particular discount level, USAC will fund as many applicants as possible within the band beginning with the highest percentage of students eligible for the National School Lunch Program.

REQUESTS FOR FUNDING.

- Applicants will submit an FCC Form 471 (similar to the one used in the E-Rate) for their funding request, and will include the following certifications (among others):
  - Applicant is not seeking support or reimbursement that have been purchased and reimbursed in full with other federal pandemic-relief funding, targeted state funding, other external sources of targeted funding or targeted gifts, or eligible for E-Rate discounts or other universal service support;
  - Applicant will not provide ECF support to student or staff in a household participating in the federal Emergency Broadband Benefit program;
  - The school, library, or consortium will create and maintain an equipment and service inventory as required;
  - Audit and ten-year record retention requirements
  - Children’s Internet Protection Act (CIPA) requirements (applicable in most cases)
  - Support for new network construction or end-user equipment for datacasting services: applicant sought service from existing service providers in the relevant area and that such service providers were unable or unwilling to provide broadband Internet access services sufficient to meet the remote learning needs of their students, school staff, or library patrons.
REQUESTS FOR REIMBURSEMENT.

- ECF reimbursements can be provided directly to the school district or the service provider (using E-Rate FCC Form 472 or FCC Form 474).
- Within 60 days from the date of the funding commitment decision letter, an applicant or service provider seeking ECF reimbursement must submit invoices detailing the items purchased or ordered to USAC at the same time as the Form 472 or Form 474.
- Applicants that seek payment from the ECF prior to paying their service provider(s) must also provide verification of payment to the service provider(s) within 30 days of receipt of funds.

REGISTRATION PROCESS.

- Schools and libraries that plan to participate in the program can get ready to apply by making sure they have an FCC Registration Number and an active SAM.gov registration (see below). If a school or library has already registered with both the FCC and SAM.gov, applicants should check to ensure their SAM.gov registration has not expired or will not expire in the near future.

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------


- Sign up for USAC ECF outreach emails, including information on application window, future trainings, etc: https://survey.alchemer.com/s3/6296809/Emergency-Connectivity-Fund
BUDGET
FY 2022 House Budget Reconciliation Legislation

Summary of Education-Related Provisions to Date

The bulk of President Biden’s American Jobs Plan (AJP) and American Families Plan (AFP) are packaged in the $3.5 trillion FY 2022 Budget Reconciliation legislation. As outlined below, House committees with jurisdiction over particular program areas were tasked with developing and passing legislation based on the president’s proposal, and were combined into the overall House legislation. The amount and scope of the FY 2022 Reconciliation package far exceeds the $2 trillion American Rescue Plan passed in March 2021 under FY21 Reconciliation procedures, as well as exceeds President Biden’s request of $2 trillion under the AJP and the $1.8 trillion under the AFP. The separate Bipartisan Infrastructure legislation contains another $1 trillion of national infrastructure improvements based on an agreement between the White House and a group of senators from both parties, including repurposing some $500 billion in unspent emergency funds.

Education and Labor Committee

- **Rebuild America’s Schools Grants -- $82 billion**
  - $1.2 billion in FY22 for facilities assessments, planning, state facilities plan, local master plans, data base inventory development, and application process
    - State allocations based on Title I formula allotments with 80 percent passed through in subgrants to school districts based on their Title I formula share and 20% reserved by the SEAs
  - $39.6 billion for FY23 and $39.6 billion for FY24 for local competitive subgrants to school districts and state-level strategies for healthy, energy efficient and environmentally friendly school facilities, technical assistance, professional development, and administration
    - A minimum of 90% of the state allocations awarded to LEA in competitive grants
  - $411 million for outlying areas, $370 million for BIE, $150 million for Gallaudet demonstration schools, and $411 million for Impact Aid infrastructure grants
  - LEA Eligibility: School districts eligible for subgrants are identified under the State facilities plan as among the LEAs in the State with the highest percentage of Title I eligible students [ESEA sec. 11124(a)], the highest number of Title I eligible students, or the most limited capacity to raise funds for long-term public school facility improvements. Public school facilities do not include school administrative offices, vehicles, or stadiums.
  - Use of Funds: Facilities assessment, planning, designing, constructing, modernizing, retrofitting or decarbonizing; major repairs; upgrading or replacing systems, components, furniture, fixtures, and equipment with a useful life of more than 10 years; constructing new facilities including for over enrollment; site purchase and preparation; improving
energy and water efficiency including clean energy; reducing and eliminating health and safety hazards; improving instructional and outdoor public school facilities; improving facilities for magnet schools and other instructional programs to increase diversity and reduce minority and socioeconomic isolation; and supporting independent certification of public school facilities and systems

- Ten Percent State Non-federal Matching Requirement: Exemption if State contributed an average of 10 percent or more in non-federal funds to total local school capital outlays over past five years

- State Maintenance of Effort: State must assure maintenance of State contributions of at least 90% of school facilities outlays from the prior five-year average with Secretarial waiver or modification allowed for exceptional or uncontrollable circumstances or precipitous decline in revenue

- Supplement Not Supplant: The State must use funds to supplement the level of state and local funds otherwise available for the state contribution to school facility capital outlays and not supplant those other funds

- Grow Your Own Programs [section 202(g) of Higher Education Act] -- $197 million
  - Use of Funds: to recruit and support home-grown and underrepresented candidates for teaching and leadership positions to obtain associate, bachelors, or master’s degrees and clinical experience in schools

- Teacher Residencies [section 202(g) of Higher Education Act] -- $198 million

- School Leadership Program [section 2243 of ESEA Title II] -- $198 million


- IDEA Part D Personnel Development -- $297 million

- School Nutrition Program Expansions -- $35 billion
  - Increase the Community Eligibility Program (CEP) multiplier from 1.6 to 2.5
  - Lower the CEP school eligibility threshold from 40% to 25% poverty
  - Allow for statewide CEP eligibility
  - Allow states add Medicaid to the income-based Direct Certification programs providing automatic student eligibility
  - Permanently authorize the Summer Electronic Benefits Program
  - Provide $500 million in School Kitchen Equipment Grants
  - Provide $634 million in USDA discretionary Healthy Food Incentive Demonstration

- America’s College Promise: Grants for Tuition-Free Community College -- such sums through FY30 (award year 2027-28 -- $110 billion est.)
  - Proposal to pay the federal share of universal community college access on a per eligible-student enrollment formula based a declining percentage (100 to 80%) of the median
community college tuition and fees under a partnership program with the states. Supplement not supplant and state maintenance of effort provisions are included. Funding for dual enrollment programs with secondary schools is allowable if excess funds from tuition-related activities remain available – otherwise dual enrollment programs can be funded under the Higher Education Retention and Completion Grants program (below).

- **Higher Education Retention and Completion Grants** -- $9 billion through FY30

- **Tuition Assistance for Historically Black, Tribal, and Minority-Serving Institutions** – Such sums

- **Territories College Access** -- Such sums

- **Pell Grant Increase** -- $500 increases through FY30

- **Dreamer Eligibility for Federal Student Aid**: grants, loans, and work assistance programs

- **Institutional Aid for Historically Black, Tribal, and Minority-Serving Institutions** -- $1.5 billion

- **Research Infrastructure for Minority-Serving Institutions** -- $2 billion

- **Adult Education and Literacy Program [Title II WIOA]** -- $3.6 billion

- **Perkins CTE Program** -- $3 billion under sections 124 & 135 and $1 billion under section 114(c) for innovation and modernization programs

- **Child Care and Universal Pre-Kindergarten** -- $450 billion est.
  - Birth through Five Early Childhood Learning Entitlement Program – funding is phased in with such sums as necessary thereafter through FY27 to provide federal share (90%) of the cost of high-quality child care for children up to age 6 (not in kindergarten) through payment certificates on a sliding income scale (based on state median income and a sliding copayment for higher income families up to 7% of income) under a partnership program with states.

- **Universal Preschool** -- such sums through FY28 with a federal declining share from 100 to 60 percent
  - Proposal to serve children ages 3 and 4 with preschool services under a state plan through school districts, Head Start agencies or delegate agencies, or licensed child care providers. Note: State are required to set salary schedules similar to elementary school staff of equivalent credentials and experience. States are required to first prioritize high-need communities and must meet state maintenance of effort and matching requirements.
Energy and Commerce Committee

- **Emergency Connectivity Funds -- $4 billion**
  - Additional funding for the Emergency Connectivity Fund of the FCC as authorized in the American Rescue Plan Act for expenditures made after the reconciliation enactment date through FY 2031.

Ways and Means Committee

Tax and Related Provisions, including:

- **Qualified Infrastructure Bonds tax credits -- estimated $22 billion**
  - Qualified Infrastructure Bonds (based on the ARRA Build America Bonds) will be provided to bond issuers equal to 35% of their interest costs (declining to 28%) with direct Treasury Department payment of the interest cost to state and local governments, including school districts.

- **Restrictions are removed from the use of for Historic Tax Credits for the rehabilitation of historic public schools or public schools in historic zones.**

- **Tax exempt interest on Advanced Refunding of bonds is again allowed by repealing the 2016 tax provision.**

- **A new federally funded Family and Medical Leave Program for roughly two-thirds of applicable wages on a sliding scale for eligible leave is created, as well as an equivalent employer reimburse program.**

- **The federal Child Tax Credit under the American Rescue Plan Act is extended and increased, including the refundable tax federal payment provisions.**

- **The current employer tax credit for Family and Medical Leave is ended after 2023 instead of 2025 under current law.**

Judiciary Committee

- **Immigration -- includes provisions to provide lawful permanent residence status for Dreamers and other protected immigrants.**
Legislative Liaisons of the Great City Schools –

The Biden Administration just released their “skinny” budget proposal – a discretionary budget framework for federal FY 2022 with limited details. Non-defense appropriations would grow by 16% ($769 billion in total) while defense spending would grow by just 1.7% ($753 billion in total) -- a major departure in federal budgeting from recent years.

The Education Department discretionary appropriations request for FY 2022 (school year 2022-23) would increase by 41% to $102.8 billion (a $29.8 billion increase). The limited information released includes some program-level details, including:

- Title I would increase by $20 billion to $36.5 billion.
- IDEA Part B would increase by $2.6 billion to $15.5 billion -- effectively adding the ARP IDEA formula funding to the annual IDEA Part B baseline appropriations.
- IDEA Part C Infants and Toddlers program would increase by $250 million to $732 million.
- $1 billion in new funding is proposed for school mental health services to increase the number of counselors, nurses, mental health professional in schools.
- Full Service Community Schools receives a massive $413 million requested increase from the current $30 million (totaling $443 million).
- A new Diverse Schools program is proposed at $100 million.

The framework is available here: [https://www.whitehouse.gov/omb/fy-2022-discretionary-request/](https://www.whitehouse.gov/omb/fy-2022-discretionary-request/). More detailed FY2022 budget information will be released later in the spring.

Also, please note that the [U.S. Department of Education released a Volume 2 of their COVID-19 Handbook](https://www2.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/hcp/manuals.html) this morning, which compiles updated information from ED, CDC, Office of Civil Rights, USDA, and other agencies.

--Manish Naik
Council of the Great City Schools
Legislative Liaisons of the Great City Schools –

The Biden Administration just released their full budget proposal for federal FY 2022. As you may remember, the White House released a “skinny” version of the budget proposal in early April with limited details, outlining that non-defense appropriations would grow by 16% overall, but that the U.S. Department of Education’s discretionary appropriations request would increase by 41% in FY 2022 (school year 2022-23).

The skinny budget in April also highlighted a more than doubling of Title I to $36.5 billion (a $20 billion increase). Today’s release clarifies that the additional $20 billion proposed would be sent through a new “Title I Equity Grant” rather than the existing Title I formula. The proposed Title I Equity Grant is described as, “creating incentives for more equitable State and local education funding systems” and would require expanded reporting and goal setting, as well as competitive compensation for teachers, access to rigorous coursework, and universal pre-K. The specific formula that would be used to distribute the new Title I Equity Grants has not yet been determined, and would have to be approved by Congress (along with the funding itself).

Other discretionary requests in the education proposal include:
- increasing IDEA Part B by $2.6 billion;
- essentially flat funding Title II and Title IV;
- increasing Title III for English Learners by $120 million;
- providing $1 billion for a new School-Based Health Professionals grant; and
- increasing Full Service Community Schools by more than $400 million.

The Education Department’s budget proposal also includes mandatory spending investments that have been outlined in President Biden’s American Jobs Plan ($10 billion a year for school infrastructure) and American Families Plan (multiple proposals for teacher training, support, and credentialing).

We will continue to read through the proposals and provide additional updates soon. More details on the U.S. Department of Education’s budget proposal and related documents are available here: [https://www2.ed.gov/about/overview/budget/budget22/index.html](https://www2.ed.gov/about/overview/budget/budget22/index.html)

Have a good Memorial Day weekend.
## Biden Administration Proposed FY 2022 Funding Levels for Federal Education Programs (School Year 2021-22, in thousands)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Federal Education Program</th>
<th>FY 2020 Final</th>
<th>FY 2021 Final</th>
<th>FY 2022 Biden Budget</th>
<th>Difference in FY 2022</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PROPOSED: Title I Equity Grants</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>20,000,000</td>
<td>20,000,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PROPOSED: K-12 Infrastructure *</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>10,000,000</td>
<td>10,000,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PROPOSED: School-Based Health Professionals</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>1,000,000</td>
<td>1,000,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PROPOSED: School Leader Recruitment and Support</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>30,000</td>
<td>30,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PROPOSED: Fostering Diverse Schools</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>100,000</td>
<td>100,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PROPOSED: Teacher Leadership Development *</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>200,000</td>
<td>200,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PROPOSED: In-Demand Credentials for Teachers *</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>1,600,000</td>
<td>1,600,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PROPOSED: Free Community College</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>18,953,225</td>
<td>18,953,225</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Title I - Grants to LEAs**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>FY 2020</th>
<th>FY 2021</th>
<th>FY 2022</th>
<th>Difference</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Final</td>
<td>Final</td>
<td>Biden Budget</td>
<td>in FY 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Title I - Grants to LEAs</td>
<td>16,309,802</td>
<td>16,536,802</td>
<td>16,536,802</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Migrant Education</td>
<td>374,751</td>
<td>375,626</td>
<td>375,626</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neglected and delinquent</td>
<td>47,614</td>
<td>48,239</td>
<td>48,239</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Homeless children and youth</td>
<td>101,500</td>
<td>106,500</td>
<td>106,500</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Impact Aid</td>
<td>1,486,112</td>
<td>1,501,112</td>
<td>1,541,112</td>
<td>40,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Comprehensive Literacy Dev. Grant</td>
<td>192,000</td>
<td>192,000</td>
<td>192,000</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Title IV - Support &amp; Academic Grant</td>
<td>1,210,000</td>
<td>1,220,000</td>
<td>1,220,000</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State assessments</td>
<td>378,000</td>
<td>378,000</td>
<td>378,000</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rural education</td>
<td>185,840</td>
<td>187,840</td>
<td>192,840</td>
<td>5,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Education for Native Hawaiians</td>
<td>36,897</td>
<td>37,397</td>
<td>37,397</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alaska Native Education Equity</td>
<td>35,953</td>
<td>36,453</td>
<td>36,453</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Promise Neighborhoods</td>
<td>80,000</td>
<td>81,000</td>
<td>91,000</td>
<td>10,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21st century learning centers</td>
<td>1,249,673</td>
<td>1,259,673</td>
<td>1,309,673</td>
<td>50,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indian Education</td>
<td>180,739</td>
<td>181,239</td>
<td>186,239</td>
<td>5,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Education Innovation and Research</td>
<td>190,000</td>
<td>194,000</td>
<td>194,000</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Title II - Effective Instruction</td>
<td>2,131,830</td>
<td>2,143,080</td>
<td>2,148,580</td>
<td>5,500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Teacher quality partnership (HEA)</td>
<td>50,092</td>
<td>52,092</td>
<td>132,092</td>
<td>80,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Teacher and Leader Incentive Fund</td>
<td>200,000</td>
<td>200,000</td>
<td>200,000</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Charter schools grants</td>
<td>440,000</td>
<td>440,000</td>
<td>440,000</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Magnet schools assistance</td>
<td>107,000</td>
<td>109,000</td>
<td>149,000</td>
<td>40,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Title III - English Language Acquisition</td>
<td>787,400</td>
<td>797,400</td>
<td>917,400</td>
<td>120,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Federal Education Program</td>
<td>FY 2020 Final</td>
<td>FY 2021 Final</td>
<td>FY 2022 Biden Budget</td>
<td>Difference in FY 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>----------------------------------------------</td>
<td>---------------</td>
<td>---------------</td>
<td>----------------------</td>
<td>----------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IDEA - Part B</td>
<td>12,764,392</td>
<td>12,937,392</td>
<td>15,537,429</td>
<td>2,600,037</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IDEA Preschool</td>
<td>394,120</td>
<td>397,120</td>
<td>502,620</td>
<td>105,500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IDEA Infants and Families</td>
<td>477,000</td>
<td>482,000</td>
<td>731,850</td>
<td>249,850</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perkins CTE</td>
<td>1,282,598</td>
<td>1,334,848</td>
<td>1,354,848</td>
<td>20,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adult Education</td>
<td>670,667</td>
<td>688,667</td>
<td>713,667</td>
<td>25,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GEAR UP</td>
<td>365,000</td>
<td>368,000</td>
<td>408,000</td>
<td>40,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Research, dev., and dissemination</td>
<td>195,877</td>
<td>197,877</td>
<td>267,880</td>
<td>70,003</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Statistics</td>
<td>110,500</td>
<td>111,500</td>
<td>111,500</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Regional educational laboratories</td>
<td>56,022</td>
<td>57,022</td>
<td>57,022</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>National assessment (NAEP)</td>
<td>153,000</td>
<td>165,000</td>
<td>180,000</td>
<td>15,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>National Assessment Governing Board</td>
<td>7,745</td>
<td>7,745</td>
<td>7,745</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Statewide data systems</td>
<td>33,000</td>
<td>33,500</td>
<td>33,500</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>U.S. Department of Education</strong></td>
<td><strong>72,751,214</strong></td>
<td><strong>73,536,533</strong></td>
<td><strong>102,823,263</strong></td>
<td><strong>29,286,730</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Discretionary Appropriations total</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Funding Increases in GREEN**

* Proposal requires MANDATORY annual funding
INFRASTRUCTURE
Email Update – Biden Administration’s American Families Plan

From: Jeff Simering <JSimering@cgcs.org>
Sent: Wednesday, April 28, 2021 9:23 AM
To: Legislation <legis@cgcslists.org>
Subject: $1 billion American Family Plan Proposed by Biden Administration

Great City Schools Legislative Liaisons:

Prior to his first address to Congress, President Biden announced a $1 trillion American Family Plan accompanied by $800 billion in tax reductions for low-income individuals and families. The new plan is the companion piece to the $2 trillion national infrastructure plan (American Jobs Plan) and proposes to build back better the social safety net infrastructure of the nation. The plan focuses primarily on education, child care, and financial support of families and is expected to result in a decrease in overall poverty levels.

The American Family Plan proposes:

- 2 years of free preschool education for 3 and 4-year old children with a $200 billion federal investment in a federal-state partnership, and 2 years of free community college education at $109 million for all who want it, including Dreamers.
- Pell grants for higher education would increase by $85 billion and other scholarships, college retention initiatives, and education supports would be available.
- Some $9 billion is proposed to address teacher shortages, training, and diversity in the teaching force.
- Federal scholarship amounts for future teachers would double.
- $2.8 billion would be invested in “Grow Your Own” teacher development programs.
- Teacher residency programs would be expanded.
- $400 million for teacher training in minority institutions would be provided.
- $900 million would be targeted to special education teacher training.
- $2 billion in teacher leadership and mentorship programs is proposed.
- $1.6 billion investment in additional certifications in high demand subject areas with priority of teachers in low-income schools.
- Further federal investments would include an additional $45 billion in support for meal programs for children and families, including a permanent extension of the Summer EBT program, expanding the Community Eligibility Provision (CEP) for elementary schools down to a 25% poverty threshold, and including Medicaid and SSI in school meal direct certification procedures.

$225 billion would be provided for expanded child care for subsidized payments above 7% of family income, and would require a $15 minimum wage for child care workers in assisted programs. Additionally, the child tax credit from the recovery legislation would be extended permanently for low-income families at the newly increased amount through 2025, as well as an extension of the child and dependent care tax credit. Additional revisions in federal unemployment insurance based on economic conditions, tax credits for Obamacare premiums,
and the permanent expansion of the earned income tax credit are proposed. A broader national family and medical leave programs of $225 billion over ten years would provide up to $4000 a month of paid leave for care of a new child, illness, or seriously ill family member, as well as bereavement leave. The American Family Plan would be underwritten by tax increases on the wealthy and corporations, as well as a major expansion of IRS enforcement targeted on high income individuals and businesses.

Earlier this week Chairman Neal of the House Ways and Means Committee proposed new legislation to similarly address support for families and combat poverty, including a new universal family and medical leave program, increasing the child care block grant, providing a refundable payroll tax credit to underwrite wage increases for child care workers, and permanent extension of the more expansive child tax credit, the child and dependent care tax credit, and the earned income tax credit from the recent recovery legislation.

The American Family Plan is expected to garner little bipartisan support due to its price tag, accompanying tax increases, and expansion of social programs. We will provide updates as further information becomes available.

Jeff
NUTRITION
The nation’s school food services programs were among the first responders to address the critical food shortages for students and the community at the outset of the COVID-19 pandemic, despite the health risks to staff and the unreimbursed program costs. Large segments of students have yet to return to school on a regular basis and may not return at the beginning of school year 2021-2022. Having operated under the more flexible seamless summer meal authority and associated waivers, school food programs have become more efficient and nimble in meeting student needs, while still maintaining fundamental nutrition requirements.

The upcoming child nutrition reauthorization should incorporate the lessons learned during the past year of crisis-based operations. Reestablishing a strong financial foundation and implementing appropriate nutritional metrics are important to an effective recovery for school-based meal programs without unwarranted federal micromanagement of school cafeteria menus and food choices.

**Program Costs**

**Unreimbursed Costs**
- USDA acknowledged over $1 billion in annual unreimbursed costs for school districts from HHFKA regulations
- Remote learning and the P-EBT program have contributed to lower school meal program participation rates and an inability to cover fixed program costs

**Breakfast and Lunch Reimbursement Rates**
- Increase federal reimbursement rates by a minimum of 6-cent per breakfast and lunch

**Commodities:**
- Provide USDA commodities for breakfast program (analogous to lunch program)
- Provide additional “cash in lieu” options to allow for timely and cost-effective purchases from local producers

**A La Carte Entrees:**
- Allow a la carte entrees served anytime during the week when otherwise part of the reimbursable meal to be offered in the lunch line without having to meet the competitive foods requirements -- negating the unnecessary and costly USDA regulatory restrictions

**Paid Meals:**
- Eliminate the unnecessary paid meal pricing requirements

**Program Efficiency**

**Direct Certification and Community Eligibility:**
- Add Medicaid or any “other means-tested, income-documented programs” to the currently allowable Direct Certification programs if it can demonstrate household income eligibility
Uniform Program Application, Reporting, Reviews, and Seamless Meal Services for Public Schools:
- Establish a uniform application and uniform reporting requirements for all USDA food programs operated by SFAs to eliminate duplicate information submissions across multiple programs
- Require states to conduct concurrent program reviews for LEAs that operate multiple USDA meal programs (except for necessary summer on-site monitoring)
- Return to 5-year review cycle for programs, except for repeated noncompliance

Seamless Meal Services:
- Require USDA to issue multi-program guidance which eliminates, waives, coordinates, or simplifies requirements that vary across school-operated programs
- Authorize local flexibility in congregate meal service requirements and activities for summer, CACFP, and for remote students in hybrid programs and in district virtual schools
- Provide for snacks and suppers in the Summer Food Program including non-congregate options

Verification:
- Expand direct certification (see above) to improve program integrity
- Significantly limit any increases in verification percentages, and provide credit for reductions in non-response rates
- Include directly certified students in any new verification sampling protocols

Fresh Fruit and Veg Program:
- Allow funds also to be used for nutrition education

**Program Flexibility**

Multi-Grade Span:
- Allow for local flexibility in meal patterns for schools with multiple grade spans by allowing for weekly averages, calorie variations, and/or expanding the permissible age range in these schools

Meal Patterns/Fresh Fruit/Vegetables:
- Allow for substitutions, combinations, or double servings of either fruits or vegetables (but retain starchy vegetable weekly limit), if all nutrient standards are met
- Allow for local program flexibility including form and color requirements for food items, as well as capitalizing on product availability, if nutrient standards are met

**Retain or Modify Other Current Requirements**
- Freeze sodium requirement at current level
- Retain the current 50% grain-rich requirement
- Junk Food:
  - Ensure that non-SFA food sales that are required to comply with the federal competitive food requirements are the responsibility of the LEA (not the SFA, which does not have administrative authority over school stores, fund-raisers, or other non-SFA activities).
- Wellness Plan:
  - Create a separate wellness program funding authorization for LEAs (not SFAs) or eliminate add-on wellness requirements. School food authorities are not staffed by public health professionals and should not be responsible for these districtwide health-related policies.
TITLE IX
Title IX Public Hearing Statement of the Council of the Great City Schools
June 10, 2021

I am Jeff Simering, legislative director at the Council of the Great City Schools, the coalition of the nation’s largest central city school districts.

Many of the Great City School districts along with the Council submitted extensive comments on the Title IX proposed rules.

However, we were not privy to the multiple meetings held at the White House and at the Education Department as the proposed regulations were being developed, and apparently only higher education interests were consulted. In fact, the Title IX regulatory process appears to be driven by high-profile controversies at the higher education level with insufficient attention to K-12 implementation practices that have worked relatively well over multiple decades.

And to be candid, I cannot name one big city school district Title IX coordinator or general counsel that agrees with or supports the 2020 final regulations.

The Council, therefore, requests that the 2020 rules be immediately withdrawn in the context of elementary and secondary schools, and that the prior Title IX legal framework for K-12 education to be reinstated in some form before the start of school year 21-22 – potentially through a K-12 interim final rule.

While the Council takes no position on the Title IX regulations in the postsecondary context, we are open to considering universally applicable revisions in Title IX definitions.

Let me underscore the unsuitableness of the formalized Title IX requirements for minor children in K-12 public schools, in contrast to adult college students.
• School children have neither the judgment nor experience to make decisions like an adult. Even the nation’s court system has adopted different procedures for juvenile infractions.

• A school-age child’s physical, emotional, and mental development is not complete. Instructional and support services in public schools are designed in recognition of each child’s developmental stages.

• Adversarial procedures run contrary to the traditional environment in our American public school system. And, these procedures are not well understood by school children, parents, and even many administrators.

These procedures are not just inappropriate for school-age children, but are cumbersome, costly, and ineffective for school districts and staff.

• Under the higher regulatory standard for sexual harassment and the required federal procedures, school districts now must operate multiple systems of disciplinary practices: 1. For differing types of discrimination, 2. For other forms of unwanted sexual behavior, 3. to meet state requirements, and 4. for other code of conduct violations.

• The 2020 rules also have doubled the staffing requirements for school districts that now must have separate investigators and decision-makers, in addition to the Title IX Coordinator and any appellate process.

• These extensive judicial-like grievance procedures add to the complexities of the process, delay timely incident resolution, required more school staff to be trained, and mandate formalized procedures even within any informal resolution process.
Written Comment: Title IX Public Hearing (Council of the Great City Schools)

T9PublicHearing@ed.gov

June 11, 2021

Attention:
Ms. Suzanne Goldberg, Acting Assistant Secretary
Office of Civil Rights
U.S. Department of Education

The Council of the Great City Schools, the coalition of the nation’s largest central city school districts, resubmits the Title IX regulatory comments (below) on the 2018 NPRM that remain basically applicable given the minimal revisions in the 2020 final regulations for elementary and secondary schools. These comments are submitted in addition to the Council’s June 10th oral presentation at the Education Department’s Title IX hearing.

The fundamental unsuitableness of the 2020 Title IX regulatory requirements for elementary and secondary schools leads the Council to request: 1) the immediate recission of the current regulations for K-12 schools prior to the start of school year 2021-2022, and 2) the reinstatement of the pre-2020 Title IX legal framework through an emergency K-12 interim final rule or through a compliance protocol that accepts either the provisions of the pre-2020 legal framework or the 2020 final rules at the discretion of the local education agency.

Please contact Jeff Simering at jsimering@cgcs.org if there are questions.
NPRM Comments: Nondiscrimination on the Basis of Sex in Education Programs Receiving Federal Financial Assistance

The Council of the Great City Schools, the coalition of the nation’s largest central city school districts, submits the following comments on the proposed Title IX regulations published in the November 29, 2018 Federal Register. The Council recognizes and values the important contribution that Title IX has made in developing and ensuring equitable treatment of students in education programs at all levels.

The Department’s “Directed Questions” (83 FR 61482-3), however, acknowledge that there are serious concerns about the applicability of the proposed regulatory changes in elementary and secondary school settings—concerns that the Council shares. Discussions with Great City Schools Title IX coordinators and general counsels underscore that the proposed regulations create an unduly formalized and litigation-like set of requirements unsuitable for elementary and secondary schools and the children they serve. While the handling of adult sexual harassment issues on college campuses has generated controversy, the handling of improper sexual conduct among school-age children in our public schools has been generally effective and largely noncontroversial. The Council, therefore, does not think that the proposed regulations affecting higher education should be applied to elementary and secondary education. Consequently, the organization opposes adopting the proposed Title IX rules for elementary and secondary schools. We request that the regulations be withdrawn, or that the proposed regulations be redrafted to allow current elementary and secondary school policies, procedures, and operations to be maintained.

The current Title IX regulations from 1975 pre-date the U.S. Department of Education and have been supplemented by federal guidance relating to sexual harassment issued in 1997, 2001, 2006, 2011, 2014, 2016, and 2017. The 1975 Title IX regulations, for example, are not overly prescriptive, and they have allowed school districts and others over the years to develop their own implementation policies, procedures, and practices consistent with state law and statewide policies.

If adopted, the newly proposed Title IX regulations, which will operate with the force of federal law, will undermine the current flexibility of public schools to handle incidents in a manner appropriate for school-age children and the specific circumstances involved.
The flexibility to establish policies and procedures at the state or local level will be significantly constrained under the proposed Title IX framework, requiring major revisions in the administration of Title IX by the nation’s school districts. Particularly at the elementary and secondary education level where current Title IX processes are generally working well, more than four decades of law, policy, and procedure would be subject to rescission or revision. Great City School officials have also expressed concern that the new “severity” threshold in the proposed federal regulations could ultimately lead to less attention to student incidents that do not rise to the new higher bar on sexual harassment but would nonetheless interfere with a child’s access to compulsory public education. Moreover, the proposed rules appear to reduce the federal obligation to address incidents of unwelcome conduct of a sexual nature that would typically be addressed under existing local school policies and procedures.

The proposed Title IX regulations were developed against the backdrop of numerous well-publicized higher education incidents involving campus-based sexual assault and how colleges and universities handled them. Numerous meetings were held between department officials and representatives of victims, those accused, and university administrators as the new regulations were being drafted. Much of the Title IX proposed rules, however, would also be applicable to the nation’s public schools, but we do not know that any of the Great City Schools were consulted or invited to any of the meetings on Title IX, despite operating the nation’s largest and arguably most complex school systems. In contrast to the consultations with higher education officials, it appears that elementary and secondary school officials were not formally consulted by the Department to determine current Title IX practices in public schools, how they were working, or to figure out what changing them might do. The proposed regulations, therefore, reflect a lack of understanding of how fundamentally unsuitable the new rules are to regular elementary and secondary school operations – a fact only tangentially conceded by the “Directed Questions” referenced above.

For instance, the proposed rules conflate federal requirements for processing and adjudicating sexual misconduct incidents involving adult college students who voluntarily attend higher education institutions with children/minors who attend public schools under compulsory attendance laws. The proposed rules attempt – albeit unsuccessfully – to encompass and harmonize Title IX implementation at the higher education, preschool, elementary and secondary education levels, with Clery Act requirements in higher education, with state sexual misconduct laws, with state labor laws, with other public-school disciplinary proceedings along with collective bargaining agreements for public sector employees.

This results in a one-size-fits-all “fix” for all aspects of the Title IX sexual harassment framework, including procedures in elementary and secondary education that are not broken. Elementary and secondary schools should be allowed to continue to operate within the existing Title IX regulatory framework, supplemental Department guidance, and applicable state law in order to properly serve the interests of K-12 students and the local community.

On the subsequent pages is a non-exhaustive list of significant operational problems at the elementary and secondary school level that we would expect if the newly proposed Title IX regulations were implemented (referencing the CFR numeration from the November 29, 2018 Federal Register).
Major Problems with the Proposed Regulations

Unsuitability of Formalized, Litigation-like Procedures to the Developmental Stages of School-Age Children. The nation’s public schools serve pre-kindergarten to 12th grade school children, almost all deemed to be minors under state law. A school-age child’s physical, emotional, and mental development during his or her elementary and secondary school tenure is not complete. Instructional and support services in public schools are designed in recognition of the developmental stages of each child, and the courts have routinely recognized the developmental differences between K-12 students and students in higher education. School children have neither the judgment nor experience to interact or make decisions like an adult.

The process of handling complaints of sexual harassment or misconduct in a higher education setting is much more formalized and quasi-judicial, recognizing that most parties in this setting are legal adults. Even a cursory review of existing university procedures shows that official complaints are subject to complex procedural protocols, like those contained in the proposed rules that are not used or are not appropriate with minors. The formalized procedures contained in the rules for higher education are simply not suitable in the elementary and secondary education setting. Equating the two settings suggests that the Department did not adequately understand the two settings and the kinds of procedures that grow up over time to handle the differing needs of the students in each.

Many of the proposed regulatory requirements are simply not universally used by school districts when they address Title IX issues among preschool, elementary, and secondary school children. These requirements include the proposed formal complaints; the multitude of written notices; the prescribed content of notices; the right to inspect and review evidence, including the identification of witnesses; the presence of additional individuals at meetings or proceedings; responses to draft investigative reports and revisions; the distribution of investigative files; cross examination or directed questions submitted for the parties and witnesses; the cycle of follow-up questions; the content of written determination of responsibility; and a written notice and written mutual consent if informal resolution is used. School children, parents, and many K-12 administrators will not understand or be familiar with these judicial-like procedures. By analogy, the Council notes that even the nation’s court system has adopted different procedures for investigations, proceedings, and determinations of punishment for juvenile infractions than for individuals of legal age.

In addition, the confidentiality used in most schools to accommodate school-age parties and witnesses to sexual harassment will be breached by many of the proposed procedural requirements in the draft regulations. Student witnesses to sexual harassment – already hesitant to come forward with information – will likely be more reticent once they understand that their identity and statements as well as the school’s investigative files will be disclosed to each party. Peer pressure, bullying, and even retaliation at school, in the community, or online are expected to increase in schools as a result of these disclosures. School-age children, unfortunately, are more susceptible to these types of intimidating behaviors than are adult college students. More confidential and less formal procedures are more age-appropriate for grade-school children and provide important “teachable opportunities” to mold proper behavior at the elementary and secondary level -- behaviors that college students should have already learned. In short, these proposed litigation-like procedures will do more harm than good in an elementary and secondary
school setting, and decades of more child-oriented approaches to handling school misconduct will be negatively affected.

Incongruent Judicial-like Procedures to the Purpose and Functioning of American Public Schools. State compulsory attendance laws, with limited exceptions, require school-age children to attend public school during ten months of the year. Contemporary public schools are expected by their communities to provide a safe and nurturing learning environment as well as a variety of related social, nutritional, and health services. Resolution of student behavior issues, large and small, for some 50 million students is part of a daily school routine that is designed so kids will want to come to school every day, and not just because they are required to do so. The adversarial-based procedures of the proposed rules run contrary to the inclusive and communal environment of the modern-day public school.

Moreover, the proposed Title IX regulations require a more formalized set of procedures for addressing one specific area of student behavior, sexual harassment, differently from other student behaviors, including issues of discrimination. Even the informal resolution regulation, as proposed, includes formalized elements that are not required in existing site-based school resolution procedures. The increased “severity” threshold, for example, in the newly proposed definition of sexual harassment will likely result in school districts utilizing one set of procedures for federal Title IX sexual harassment incidents and retaining another set of procedures for “code of conduct” sexual harassment violations to ensure that a safe and unimpeded learning environment can be maintained. And waiting for indicators of impeded access, such as chronic absenteeism or dropping out, would unreasonably delay proper school-level responses to unwelcome sexual-related conduct. Further, the proposed rule separating the functions of Title IX coordinators, investigators, and decision makers would be markedly unworkable, inefficient, and costly for many school districts, particularly for large urban school districts with hundreds of school sites where one responsible school-level official is selected to perform these three functions.

Associated Problems in the Proposed Regulations

Privacy and Confidentiality -- Sec. 106.6(e)
Despite the proposed rule referencing FERPA, school officials remain uncertain and extremely concerned that the proposed grievance procedures for notice and disclosure of the identity of involved individuals and witnesses will lead to bullying, intimidation, or retaliation among students – which current school-level confidentiality procedures seek to minimize. And, even though the 2001 revised Title IX guidance has been retained, its equivocating language (“The Department currently interprets FERPA…” and “an additional statutory provision may apply”) adds to the uncertainty about the intersection of these two federal laws.

Officials Having Authority -- Sec. 106.30
While the adoption of “actual knowledge” rather than “imputed knowledge” is supportable, the proposed definition of actual knowledge creates multiple uncertainties in the elementary and secondary school setting. An “official … who has the authority to institute corrective measures on behalf of the recipient” in the context of public schools lacks clarity. The proposed rule uses a rationale of “standing in loco parentis” to deem public school teachers as having enough authority under the proposed rules, and it draws a distinction with college-level instructors and professors who have less ongoing contact and control in teaching adult college students. The
nature of public school management, however, requires supervision of school-age children virtually every minute of the school day, and at times before and after school as well, thereby raising operational questions under the proposed rules regarding whether “officials” having the requisite authority would be extended to anyone in temporary supervision of school children from the lunch room monitors to bus drivers to other school support staff, employees that colleges and universities typically do not have. Various school-level employees have limited authority to institute a narrow set of corrective measures and do not have broad-based authority to implement a full range of disciplinary measures, leaving school districts with an ambiguous interpretation of the proposed rule.

**Formal Complaint by a Child -- Sec. 106.30**
The definition of a formal complaint further underscores the inappropriateness of the proposed regulation to elementary and secondary school settings involving young school children. While adult college students might be expected to have the capacity to file a formal “signed” complaint invoking an institution’s grievance procedures, the same capacity cannot be expected for preschool, elementary and most secondary school children.

**Off Site and Cyber Harassment -- Sec. 106.30**
The definition of a formal complaint addresses only “conduct within the education program or activity” that is accompanied by a specific request to initiate grievance procedures. Although there is some applicable federal guidance and some history of local practices addressing school-related, off-site events, the proposed regulations offer little clarity about cyber-related harassment among students, including use of social media and other technology that are an acknowledged problem at the secondary school level.

**New Definition of Sexual Harassment -- Sec. 106.30**
The proposed definition of sexual harassment derived from related case law in private legal actions for monetary damages establishes a high bar of “severe” conduct effectively denying access to education programs. As mentioned above, under the proposed regulations, school districts would be required to establish one set of procedures for sexual harassment under the new “severity” threshold and utilize another set of procedures for other improper conduct of a sexual nature under the school district’s student code of conduct -- an unwarranted and cumbersome result of these regulations. Additionally, several school district legal counsels have questioned whether the proposed threshold could be more workable if defined as “so severe, pervasive, OR objectively offensive”.

**Supportive (Interim) Measures -- Sec. 106.30**
The practice of implementing interim or supportive measures, whether or not a formal complaint has been filed, is a critical step in addressing incidents of potential misconduct. In elementary and secondary schools, it is often not feasible to implement supportive measures that may not burden one party somewhat more than the other. It is unclear from the regulatory language whether “without unreasonably burdening the other party” would prohibit reassigning one party to a different class without also reassigning the other party as well. This proposed rule could readily interfere with a school’s best judgment, experience, and training in handling incidents involving school children during investigations and adjudication, as well as during informal resolutions or even in restorative justice initiatives. Further, under the proposed regulations, “[t]he Title IX Coordinator is responsible for coordinating the effective implementation of supportive measures.” However, coordinating “individual” supportive measures in the context of
large or even moderate-sized school districts with dozens or even hundreds of schools under this rule would be unworkable. Operationally, a variety of designated non-teaching staff including counselors, school psychologists, social workers, assistant principals, or others may be responsible for coordination at the school site, since it is not feasible for one districtwide Title IX coordinator to oversee individual support at large numbers of sites. Moreover, how this provision interacts with the particularly problematic provision [sec. 106.44(b)(4)] mandating separation of the coordinator, investigator, and decision maker roles further complicates this coordination function in sizeable public-school systems.

**Unfunded Training Requirements and Questionable Cost Analysis -- 106.45(b)(1)(iii)**
Training for each of three mandated Title IX functions (coordinator, investigator, and decision maker) is required in the proposed rules. The Council acknowledges that some training is currently required in some states and in some school districts but not in others. The proposed federal Title IX training requirements unfortunately are not accompanied by any federal funding. Moreover, the cost analysis included in the preamble material of the NPRM does not account for large school districts that typically have one responsible official in each school – rather than a coordinator, an investigator, and a decision maker, as proposed -- to handle Title IX and other misconduct allegations. While the Department predicts that the volume of formal complaints will decrease under the proposed regulations, school districts will still have the obligation under Title IX to respond to informal reports or complaints at each school with trained personnel. At an estimated 16 hours of training for each of the three responsible individuals in each school, the cost burden for large districts, like the Great City Schools, will be substantial and likely has been underestimated by the Department.

**Ten Notice Requirements -- Sec. 106.8(a), 106.8(b), 106.8(c), 106.45(b)(1)(v), 106.45(b)(2)(i), 106.45(b)(2)(ii), 106.45(b)(3)(v), 106.45(b)(4)(iii), 106.45(b)(5), and 106.45(b)(6)**
The proposed regulations add multiple new formal notice requirements, as well as detailed content requirements for those notices that are not contained in most existing school district policies and procedures. The new notice requirements further formalize school district Title IX procedures and reduce the flexibility of school districts to properly address a wide range of student behaviors in an age-appropriate manner.

**Additional Incompatible Grievance Procedures (below) -- Sec. 106.45**
As cited immediately above, there are multiple formal notice requirements included in the grievance procedures of the NPRM that are not contained in existing school policies and procedures. The proposed regulations also specify the content of these multiple notices, including matters not currently included in many existing local practices. Additionally, state law commonly prescribes grievance procedures for its public schools. Great City School officials, therefore, worry about how they will handle the inconsistencies between these overly prescriptive federal grievance procedures and their current state and local grievance systems. If these regulations are adopted, school districts would be forced to operate dual systems of grievance procedures – one for Title IX formal complaints of sexual harassment and another for other student code of conduct or employee conduct violations as well as for various forms of discrimination. Formal complaints regarding conduct that might constitute racial or ethnic discrimination would be handled under a set of procedures that are different from those proposed for formal sexual harassment complaints. Similarly, unwelcome student statements referring to appearance, body parts, or dress that would violate a school district’s student code of conduct – but not the proposed Title IX rules – would be handled under different procedures as well.
Both parties can discuss the allegations and gather evidence during investigations – 106.45(b)(3)(iii). Confidentiality for all individuals involved in incidents in elementary and secondary schools is generally an important element of the school-level investigative process. Investigations and the availability of both information and student witnesses will be severely compromised by this and other proposed rules.

Opportunity for others, including advisors and attorneys as well as parents, to attend meetings or proceedings – 106.45(b)(3)(iv). Providing for the presence of advisors and attorneys at the elementary and secondary school level during meetings or proceedings in a formal complaint – even though the level of participation may be limited by school officials – will add to the adversarial and litigation-like atmosphere established by these proposed regulations.

Quasi-cross examination allowed through written questions and follow-up questions to each party and any witness – 106.45(b)(3)(vi). With or without a live hearing, the Title IX decision maker of a public school must provide for parties to ask relevant questions and follow-up questions, at minimum in written form. It remains unclear how many back-and-forth follow-up questions would be allowable in this quasi-cross examination process. This quasi-cross examination/questioning of student witnesses at the elementary and secondary school level will result in even greater hesitation among classmates to offer information on the children involved. Peer pressure, which looks different among susceptible children and adolescents than it does with college-age students, already works against tattling or ratting on fellow students. Most existing school-level practices handle the disclosure of the identity of witnesses and their statements during investigations very carefully. The breach of this confidentiality under the proposed grievance rules would make investigation and resolution of sexual harassment incidents substantially more difficult to handle. Moreover, the disclosure of information and identities under these rules are likely to result in increased peer pressure, bullying, intimidation and retaliation against complainants and witnesses.

Option for Live Hearing at the Elementary and Secondary School Level – 106.45(b)(3)(vi). The proposed rule provides for a live hearing at the elementary and secondary school level at the option of the school district. A very small percentage of the Great City Schools use live hearings for Title IX sexual harassment complaints. If these regulations are adopted, additional requests for adversarial hearings are expected to increase in elementary and secondary schools nationally.

Review and inspect evidence gathered by the school district -- Sec. 106.45(b)(2)(i)(B) and 106.45(b)(3)(viii). The proposed regulations require school districts to review and inspect evidence by both parties at multiple stages of the proceedings, whether the evidence is intended to be used in determining responsibility, including prior to conclusion of the investigation, prior to the completion of the investigative report, or at a hearing itself. The school’s ability to gather relevant evidence in an investigation will be constrained since students will know that their identity and statements will be provided to both parties.

Sending all evidence to each party and their advisors in electronic format --106.45(b)(3)(viii). The proposed regulation would require all evidence gathered, whether or not used in a determination of responsibility and regardless of form, to be replicated in electronic format.
and forwarded to the parties. The burden of reproducing the content of investigative files in digital form will be costly and burdensome for school staff.

Requiring separate Title IX coordinators, investigators, and decision makers will add major costs and staffing burdens to elementary and secondary schools – 106.45(b)(4)(i). School districts, particularly large school districts, assign Title IX responsibilities to a single staff person in each school, since a district-level administrator cannot oversee and supervise dozens or hundreds of school sites, thousands of students, and thousands of employees. The proposed regulations, however, expressly prohibit this common practice of one designated Title IX individual handling the coordination, investigation, and decision making at the school level. This proposed rule, perhaps more than any of the other proposed rules, will unnecessarily disrupt the current administration of Title IX at the elementary and secondary school level—a system that is currently functioning effectively—and will add costs to public school systems that are already strained with limited resources.

Standard of Evidence Requirements – 106.45(b)(4)(i). Although the proposed regulations provide the option of applying either the “preponderance of evidence” standard or the “clear and convincing evidence” standard, the proposed rule imposes additional federal requirements if a preponderance of evidence standard is used. These additional evidentiary requirements reveal a preference for the clear and convincing standard by the Education Department. Adoption of a preponderance of evidence standard imposes an additional requirement that the same standard be used for other student code of conduct violations not involving sexual harassment but carrying the same maximum sanction. Moreover, the same standard of evidence must also apply for complaints against students as it does for complaints against employees. Since the most common standard of evidence used by public schools in student sexual harassment and in other incidents is the preponderance of evidence standard, the Great City Schools find these add-on requirements implicating other components of student conduct codes as well as employee-related collective bargaining agreements to be unusually overreaching and unworkable.

Formalizing the Informal Resolution Process – 106.45(b)(6) The proposed regulations properly provide for an informal resolution option at any time prior to a determination of responsibility. The proposed rule, however, formalizes the informal resolution by requiring a written notice to the parties detailing the allegations, any limitations on resuming a formal complaint, consequences that may result from the resolution, and also requires the written consent of each party. Although the “Informal Resolution” regulation is contained within the grievance provisions of the proposed Title IX rules, it is not clearly communicated that alternative informal resolution procedures can be used by school districts in circumstances where a formal complaint is not filed. Moreover, this proposed rule also would result in a dual set of procedures for informal resolutions in elementary and secondary schools.

While the Council agrees with several of the provisions in the proposed regulations (including the Department’s not imposing monetary damages or second-guessing responsibility determinations by schools in administrative enforcement actions [sec. 106.3(a) and 106.44(b)(5)]; the application of actual knowledge rather than constructive notice [sec. 106.30]; and the posting of contact information by the name or title of the Title IX coordinator[s]
[106.8(a)), the Council cannot support the proposed regulations and its lengthy litigation-like procedures as they apply to elementary and secondary schools. The proposed rules are clearly unsuitable for child-serving institutions like the nation’s public schools.

The Council of the Great City Schools, therefore, requests the withdraw of the proposed Title IX regulations and the initiation of an extensive outreach effort during the remainder of 2019 to stakeholders of every type of recipient of federal funds, including extensive consultation with public elementary and secondary school officials.

[In the alternative, the Council recommends the following revisions to the proposed regulations:

1. Add a new sec. 106.46 -- “Sec. 106.46 Alternate Procedures for Local Educational Agencies and Other Child-Serving Recipients. Notwithstanding sec. 106.45, local educational agencies and other child-serving recipients may adopt grievance procedures consistent with Title IX of the Education Amendment of 1972 that comply with relevant state law, are age-appropriate for pre-school and school-age children and follow applicable collective bargaining agreements with employee organizations.

2. In sec. 106.44, strike “sec. 106.45” in each instance it appears and insert “sec. 106.45 or section 106.46”.

3. In sec. 106.30 under the definition of sexual harassment, strike “so severe, pervasive, and objectively offensive” and insert “so severe, pervasive, or objectively offensive”.

] Please contact me if there are questions on these comments at mcasserly@cgcs.org or Jeff Simering at jsimering@cgcs.org. Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,

Michael Casserly
Executive Director
SCHOOL DISCIPLINE
July 22, 2021

**Docket ID** ED–2021–OCR–0068

**Request for Information Regarding Nondiscriminatory Administration of School Discipline**

Office for Civil Rights  
U.S. Department of Education  
Potomac Center Plaza (PCP)  
550 12th Street SW  
Washington, DC 20024

**Attention:** Alejandro Reyes, Director, Program Legal Group

The Council of the Great City Schools, the coalition of the nation’s largest central city school districts, supports the Education Department’s review of federal policies regarding the nondiscriminatory administration of school discipline. The unequal treatment of racial and ethnic groups of students in the application of school discipline policies has long been a barrier to the guarantee of equal educational opportunity. The loss of instructional time and support services and the long-term ramifications for students are pernicious and unjustifiable. A thorough examination of the scope of this national problem and the development of national policies to support effective practices as well as to identify and remedy discriminatory practices is an appropriate priority for the Office of Civil Rights.

Improving the educational outcomes and services for students of color has been a long-standing priority of the Board of Directors of the Council of the Great City Schools. Distinct task forces for males and females of color have been established by the Board of Directors to support local initiatives across the member school districts through research and resources on effective practices—ranging from improving minority student achievement to increasing minority participation in advanced coursework. Disproportionate disciplinary practices are among the multiple areas of improvements targeted by the Council’s task forces.

Education is designed to be an individualized set of activities adapted to the strengths and weakness of each student. It should not be impeded by artificial barriers imposed by biases and stereotypes affiliated with any race, ethnicity, or other factors. Analysis of disparities can assist in identifying unwarranted barriers to receiving an appropriate educational experience. But ultimately, each student is entitled to an equal education and an appropriate level of educational and support services based on their individual circumstances.

However, the Council is concerned that the June 8, 2021 Federal Register request for information on school discipline is exceptionally broad and appears to offer an unfocused federal response to this critical issue. The “nonexhaustive list of disciplinary information” being requested covers: reviews of current and past OCR/CRT guidance; questionable current or emerging local policies and practices; promising practices in school discipline; promising practices in school climate; discipline practices for younger children (Pre-K to grade 3); exclusionary discipline for minor, non-violent, or subjective infractions; discipline for dress and grooming codes; corporal punishment; inappropriate restraint and seclusion practices; referrals to school police, resource officers, or law enforcement; referrals to alternative schools and programs; threat assessments; weapons carry or use by students; training on bias and student referrals; attendance and time management discipline; discipline for actions by
victims of harassment; zero tolerance policies; reintegration of expelled students; discipline in virtual settings; discipline in return to in-person instruction; discipline of off-campus actions and for social media; types of useful federal guidance and resources; hiring and training practices for classroom management; usefulness and limitations of data collection, reporting, and analysis; promising practices in reducing discipline use and disparities; as well as the impact of school discipline on opportunities to learn; academic achievement; instructional time loss; school dropout and graduation levels; teacher retention and working conditions; teacher referral rates; student participation in advanced coursework, awards, and extracurricular activities; and later life outcomes.

In sum, no school district has the staff capacity, data, time, or resources to respond to such an extensive scope of inquiries. Similarly, the Council is at a loss of how to effectively respond to this RFI, despite our interest in this important issue. We remain concerned that such a broad-based emphasis may result in few solutions. The Council, therefore, suggests a more targeted outreach to discrete groups of stakeholders on a more targeted set of issues prior to the development of new federal policy guidance.

A more refined emphasis on specific policies or practices that result in disparate treatment of specific groups of students seems warranted, rather than (for example) further impact analysis of the negative effects on student achievement, drop out and graduation rates, teacher turnover, and lifelong outcomes that virtually everyone would stipulate. A clearer delineation of the problem areas that need to be addressed seems a reasonable prerequisite to determining what type of federal policies, assistance, or resources should be marshalled. Areas where specific federal policies and methodologies already exist, such as the IDEA disproportionality regulations, should be revisited only where there are obvious inadequacies.

The Council recommends and would actively support direct outreach to cross-sections of school districts in order to delve into policies, practices, operational challenges, oversight, and the range of discretion exercised by staff for individual students and circumstances. Additionally, the collection and utilization of student disciplinary data and subsequent reviews of district policies and practices in their particular local context deserves specific attention.

Wide swings in federal policies, such as in 2014 and 2018, hopefully can be avoided by a more effective policy development process with targeted and interactive outreach to recipients of federal aid and to the beneficiaries of those programs. A more focused set of issues should help to produce a more effective federal response. The nation’s Great City Schools stand ready to actively participate in that process.

Please feel free to contact me at rhart@cgcs.org or at 202-393-2427 for further information or assistance from the Council of the Great City Schools.

Sincerely,

Ray Hart
Executive Director
JUDICIAL
Husch Blackwell Education Team and the Council of the Great City Schools
Win Award for “Best Brief” from the Education Law Association

WASHINGTON, Sept. 27 -- A team of Husch Blackwell attorneys, the legal, legislative and research staff from the Council of the Great City Schools (CGCS) and local counsel from the Pacifica Law Group won the 2021 August Steinhilber Award for “Best Brief” from the Education Law Association (ELA).

The Husch Blackwell team wrote an amicus curiae brief in support of a preliminary injunction in the case of Washington v. DeVos on behalf of Husch Blackwell client CGCS. The brief successfully argued that the United States Department of Education (USDOE) had attempted to unlawfully rewrite important emergency legislation to support its own spending priorities rather than those of Congress. It demonstrated that the USDOE has sought to divert hundreds of millions of dollars that Congress intended to support public schools grappling with the pandemic, including thousands of schools in Council member districts, to private schools, regardless of the financial need of private school students. Finally, it discussed the practical impact that such a diversion would have had on urban public schools and its students.

The brief-writing team was comprised of John W. Borkowski, Aleksandra O. Rushing, Mary E. Deweese, Paige Duggins-Clay, and Shmuel B. Shulman, members of Husch Blackwell’s Education practice; Gregory Wong of the Pacifica Law Group; and the CGCS team, Julie Wright Halbert, legislative counsel, Michael Casserly, Jeff Simering, Manish Naik and Moses Palacios. The Council is a non-profit coalition of 75 of the nation’s largest urban public-school systems in the United States.
The criteria for ELA’s award included Quality of Writing (including logical structure of argument, paragraphs and sentences; conciseness and clarity; emphasis of key points; use of headings and quotations) and Quality of Analysis (including presentation of the theory of the case and its limits; presentation of the doctrinal context; focus on points relevant to the Court; use of precedent; inclusion of relevant authority; discussion of relevance to education generally).

The team will be recognized during ELA’s annual conference October 20-23, 2021.

###

About Husch Blackwell

Husch Blackwell is an industry-focused law firm with 25 offices across the United States, including its virtual office, The Link. The firm represents clients around the world in major industries including energy and natural resources; financial services and capital markets; food and agribusiness; healthcare, life sciences and education; real estate, development, and construction; and technology, manufacturing, and transportation. For more information, visit huschblackwell.com.

About the Council of the Great City Schools

It is the special mission of America’s urban public schools to educate the nation’s most diverse student body to the highest academic standards and prepare them to contribute to our democracy and global community. The Council brings together 75 of the nation’s largest urban public-school systems in a coalition dedicated to the improvement of public education for our nation’s urban public schoolchildren. See http://www.cgcs.org
Emerging Issues in Urban Education Webinar Series

Navigating Difficult Conversations on Race

Tuesday, October 5, 2021
Live Webinar | 2:30 – 3:30 p.m. EDT

Join Husch Blackwell and the Council of the Great City Schools for a discussion on difficult conversations about race in public school classrooms and activities. The webinar will include discussion of recent legislative and administrative efforts to limit discussion of “critical race theory” and other modes of inquiry into our nation’s history of racial discrimination and inequity. The panelists will consider the extent to which such efforts may complicate institutional efforts to promote diversity, equity and inclusion and raise First Amendment concerns as well.

Presenters
John W. Borkowski, Partner, Husch Blackwell
Paige Duggins-Clay, Attorney, Husch Blackwell
Who Should Attend
Public school district leaders, including in-house counsel, board members, administrators, compliance officers and others with influence over institutional compliance.

Continuing Education Credit
This program is pending approval for Florida, Illinois, Missouri, Ohio and Texas continuing legal education credit.

Registration
This webinar is complimentary; however, registration is required. We encourage you to forward this invitation to interested colleagues. Unable to join us at the scheduled date and time? Register anyway and we will email the recording to you.

Your Comprehensive COVID-19 Legal Resource
Since the pandemic’s onset, Husch Blackwell has continually monitored state-by-state orders regarding capacity, masking, vaccines, and more. We regularly address your FAQs and provide you with easy-to-use COVID-19 tools about returning to work and navigating federal programs. Contact our industry-specific legal teams or your Husch Blackwell attorney to plan through and beyond the pandemic.
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What is “critical race theory” and what does it have to do with my district?
Rewind: August 2019

“The goal of The 1619 Project is to reframe American history by considering what it would mean to regard 1619 as our nation’s birth year. Doing so requires us to place the consequences of slavery and the contributions of black Americans at the very center of the story we tell ourselves about who we are as a country.”


In August of 1619, a ship appeared on this horizon, near Point Comfort, a coastal port in the English colony of Virginia. It carried more than 20 enslaved Africans, who were sold to the colonists. No aspect of the country that would be formed here has been untouched by the years of slavery that followed. On the 400th anniversary of this fateful moment, it is finally time to tell our story truthfully.
“By viewing every issue through the lens of race, they want to impose a new segregation, and we must not allow that to happen. Critical race theory, the 1619 Project and the crusade against American history is toxic propaganda, ideological poison, that, if not removed, will dissolve the civic bonds that tie us together, will destroy our country.”

- President Donald Trump

https://www.pbs.org/newshour/show/what-trump-is-saying-about-1619-project-teaching-u-s-history
What does critical race theory have to do with public schools?

- Since the murder of George Floyd, schools across the country have been reviewing curriculums to address systemic racism and seek to make classrooms more equitable.
- Among other efforts, some districts have instituted anti-bias training for teachers and created history lessons and courses which include the experiences of marginalized groups.
- Some politicians have pushed back on these efforts to address race more intentionally. Critics say teachers are trying to “rewrite history” and should not consider race when interacting with students.
Critical Race Theory, or CRT, is an academic and legal framework which holds that *systemic racism* is part of American society.

Critical Race Theory recognizes that racism is more than the result of individual bias and prejudice.

Instead, CRT holds that racism is embedded in laws, policies and institutions that uphold and reproduce racial inequalities.
Common CRT Myths & Misconceptions

One race or sex is inherently superior to another;

An individual, by virtue of the individual’s race or sex, is inherently privileged, racist, sexist, or oppressive, whether consciously or subconsciously;

An individual should be discriminated against or receive adverse treatment because of the individual’s race or sex;

An individual’s moral character is determined by the individual’s race or sex;

An individual, by virtue of the individual’s race or sex, bears responsibility for actions committed in the past by other members of the same race or sex;

An individual should feel discomfort, guilt, anguish, or another form of psychological distress solely because of the individual’s race or sex.

“CRT is not a diversity and inclusion ‘training’ but a practice of interrogating the role of race and racism in society that emerged in the legal academy and spread to other fields of scholarship.”

- American Bar Association, Committee on Civil Rights and Social Justice
How have states reacted to growing interest in “CRT” and “anti-racism” efforts?
Poll Question

- Has there been legislation introduced or enacted in your state limiting educator discussion of “controversial” or “divisive” topics in the last year?
  - Yes, introduced
  - Yes, enacted
  - No
  - Not sure
Therefore, it shall be the policy of the United States not to promote race or sex stereotyping or scapegoating in the Federal workforce or in the Uniformed Services, and not to allow grant funds to be used for these purposes. In addition, Federal contractors will not be permitted to inculcate such views in their employees.”
“CRT Bans”: Big Picture

- At least 27 states have introduced bills or taken other steps that would restrict teaching “divisive topics” or limit how teachers can discuss racism and sexism, including explicit bans on utilizing the 1619 Project and associated materials.

- Twelve states have enacted policies, either through legislation or other avenues.

- Continued efforts to limit discussion of such topics on the national level; e.g., in June, legislation introduced that would cut federal funding for schools that use lessons based on the 1619 Project.
Common Elements of Legislation

- Explicit bans on utilizing the *1619 Project* and associated materials
- Explicit bans on the teaching of “critical race theory” in public school curriculums
- Preventing teachers from teaching or discussing “divisive concepts” related to race or sex
- Requiring educators to post lesson plans and educational materials
Examples of Legislation: Divisive Concepts

Section 1. Section 110.1222, Florida Statutes, is created
to read:

110.1222 Policy against race or sex scapegoating or race
or sex stereotyping.—
(1) As used in this section, the term:
(a) "Divisive concepts" means any of the following
concepts, including views espousing that:
1. One race or sex is inherently superior to another race
or sex.
2. The United States is fundamentally racist or sexist.
3. An individual, by virtue of his or her race or sex, is
inherently racist, sexist, or oppressive, whether consciously or
subconsciously.
4. An individual should be discriminated against or
receive adverse treatment solely or partly because of his or her
race or sex.
5. Members of one race or sex cannot and should not
attempt to treat others without respect to race or sex.
6. An individual’s moral character is inherently
determined by his or her race or sex.
7. An individual, by virtue of his or her race or sex,
bears responsibility for actions committed in the past by other
members of the same race or sex.
8. An individual should feel discomfort, guilt, anguish,
or any other form of psychological distress on account of his or
her race or sex.
9. Meritocracy or traits, such as a hard work ethic, are
racist or sexist or were created by a particular race to oppress
another race.
10. Any other form of race or sex scapegoating or race or
sex stereotyping.
(b) "Race or sex scapegoating" means assigning fault, blame, or bias to a race or sex, or to a member of a race or sex because of his or her race or sex. The term includes any claim that, consciously or subconsciously, and by virtue of his or her race or sex, a member of any race is inherently racist or is inherently inclined to oppress others, or that a member of a sex is inherently sexist or is inherently inclined to oppress others.

(c) "Race or sex stereotyping" means ascribing character traits, values, moral and ethical codes, privileges, status, or beliefs to a race or sex, or to an individual because of his or her race or sex.
Examples cont. – Training (Florida)

(a) Ensure that his or her respective agency, agency employees while acting within the scope of their employment, and any contractors hired by the agency to provide training, workshops, or similar programming to agency employees do not teach, advocate, act upon, or promote divisive concepts, race or sex scapegoating, or race or sex stereotyping in any training for agency employees. This paragraph does not prevent an agency employee or hired contractor who provides such training from responding to questions regarding specific divisive concepts raised by participants in the training.

Enforcement: Agency head must “Take appropriate disciplinary action against an employee or hired contractor who is responsible for promoting diversity and inclusion if the employee or contractor either authorizes or approves training that promotes divisive concepts, race or sex scapegoating, or race or sex stereotyping.”
Case Study: Texas – HB 3979

- Effective September 1, 2021
- “Civics Education”
- Initial bill drafts required only discussion of “the founding documents” of the U.S.
- Later amendments by Democrats forced bill authors to include other, more inclusive texts and figures***
- Bars class credit for certain civic activities (“advocacy”)

(6) historical documents related to the civic accomplishments of marginalized populations, including documents related to:

   (A) the Chicano movement;
   (B) women's suffrage and equal rights;
   (C) the civil rights movement;
   (D) the Snyder Act of 1924; and
   (E) the American labor movement;

(7) the history of white supremacy, including but not limited to the institution of slavery, the eugenics movement, and the Ku Klux Klan, and the ways in which it is morally wrong;
Case Study: Texas – SB 3

- Effective December 2, 2021 (passed during second special session)
- Removed all references to teach the inclusive list of individuals and texts added in HB 3979 (but left requirements to teach “founding documents”)
- Establishes “civics training program” for teachers and administrators. Topics include:
  - How to facilitate guided classroom discussion of current events
  - Classroom simulations of governmental and democratic processes
  - Media literacy
- Requires all educators to post “instructional materials” for parent review
- A teacher who discusses “a widely debated and currently controversial issue of public policy or social affairs” must do so “objectively and in a manner free from political bias.”
Case Study: Texas – SB 3 (cont.)

A teacher, administrator, or any other school employee may not “require or make part of a course inculcation in the concept that”: [Inculcation: to teach and impress by frequent repetitions or admonitions.]

1. “one race or sex is inherently superior to another”
2. “an individual, by virtue of the individual’s race of sex, is inherently racist, sexist, or oppressive, whether consciously or unconsciously”
3. “an individual should be discriminated against or receive adverse treatment solely or partly because of the individual’s race or sex”
4. “an individual’s moral character, standing, or worth is necessarily determined by the individual’s race or sex”
5. “an individual, by virtue of the individual’s race or sex, bears responsibility, blame, or guilt for actions committed by other members of the same race or sex;”
6. “meritocracy or traits such as a hard work ethic are racist or sexist or were created by members of a particular race to oppress members of another race;”
7. “the advent of slavery in the territory that is now the United States constituted the true founding of the United States;” or
8. “with respect to their relationship to American values, slavery and racism are anything other than deviations from, betrayals of, or failures to live up to the authentic founding principles of the United States, which include liberty and equality.”
Impact on Educators

How a Black high school principal was swept into a “critical race theory” maelstrom in a mostly white Texas suburb

James Whitfield was put on paid leave about a month after being accused of teaching critical race theory. His future could soon be decided after an evidentiary hearing where he can argue his case to the school board.

“Education is the key to stomping out ignorance, hate, and systemic racism,” Whitfield wrote. “It’s a necessary conduit to get ‘liberty and justice for all.’”

“I am the quintessential boogeyman for these people,” James Whitfield says. “Anything that has to do with anything related to equity, or inclusion or diversity — they’re going to try to attach it to CRT.”
Unintended Consequences

The pandemic’s toll on educators has made Texas’ teacher shortage worse

Teachers report being spread thin by the demands of remote learning and exhausted by the constant health concerns.

By Brian Lopez  Sept. 9, 2021  4 AM Central

Texas’ controversial new social studies law prompts McKinney school officials to cancel Youth and Government class

Aug. 17, 2021

Little Elm ISD avoids removing ethnic studies courses in Monday meeting

Garrett Gravley, ggravley@starlocalmedia.com  Sep 21, 2021  0
What legal issues are implicated by “anti-CRT” legislation?
Legal Principles for Educators


3. First Amendment Claims. Garcetti v. Ceballos (2006) (“We hold that when public employees make statements pursuant to their official duties, the employees are not speaking as citizens for First Amendment purposes . . . .”)

4. Quasi-Due Process Claims?
“Our decision should not be misconstrued as suggesting that a teacher's creativity is incompatible with the first amendment, nor is it intended to suggest that public school teachers foster free debate in their classrooms only at their own risk or that their classrooms must be ‘cast with a pall of orthodoxy.’ **We hold only that public school teachers are not free, under the first amendment, to arrogate control of curricula.** Parents, administrators, and elected officials also have a legitimate role in the process of selecting material that will advance educational goals, a role that cannot lightly be assumed by teachers alone.”
Potential Limits to State Power: Student Free Expression

- “First Amendment rights, applied in light of the special characteristics of the school environment, are available to teachers and students. It can hardly be argued that either students or teachers shed their constitutional rights to freedom of speech or expression at the schoolhouse gate.”

- “In our system, students may not be regarded as closed-circuit recipients of only that which the State chooses to communicate. . . . [S]chool officials cannot suppress ‘expressions of feeling with which they do not wish to contend.’ ”

Student Rights – Regulation of Curriculum


- “But we think that the First Amendment rights of students may be directly and sharply implicated by the removal of books from the shelves of a school library.”
- “Our precedents have focused ‘not only on the role of the First Amendment in fostering individual self-expression but also on its role in affording the public access to discussion, debate, and the dissemination of information and ideas.’ And we have recognized that ‘the State may not, consistently with the spirit of the First Amendment, contract the spectrum of available knowledge.’”
- “In keeping with this principle, we have held that in a variety of contexts ‘the Constitution protects the right to receive information and ideas.’ This right is an inherent corollary of the rights of free speech and press that are explicitly guaranteed by the Constitution . . . .”
Student Rights – Regulation of Curriculum

Hazelwood Sch. Dist. v. Kuhlmeier (U.S. 1988)

- Right to editorial control over curricular content (student newspaper) where:
  - School funded
  - Curricular
  - Students, parents, and members of public might reasonably believe school-sanctioned

- “Educators do not offend the First Amendment by exercising editorial control over the style and content of student speech in school-sponsored expressive activities so long as their actions are reasonably related to legitimate pedagogical concerns.”
Student Rights – Applying *Pico & Hazlewood*

**Approach 1: “Reasonably Related to Pedagogical Concerns”**

- The **Eleventh Circuit** adopted and applied the *Hazlewood* standard in *Virgil v. School Board of Columbia County*, 862 F.2d 1517, 1522 (11th Cir. 1989).

- The **Eighth Circuit** held that “the [school] board must establish that a substantial and reasonable governmental interest exists for interfering with the students’ right to receive information.” The court found that a school board could not remove a controversial film from its curriculum because a majority of its members objected to the film's religious and ideological content. *Pratt v. Independent School District No. 831*, 670 F.2d 771 (8th Cir. 1982).

- The **Ninth Circuit** “agree[d] . . . that [*Hazlewood]*’s reasoning can be read to establish that state limitations on school curricula that restrict a student’s access to materials otherwise available may be upheld only where they are reasonably related to legitimate pedagogical concerns—especially in a context . . . where the local school board has already determined that the material at issue adds value to its local school curriculum.” *Arce v. Douglas*, 793 F.3d 968, 983 (9th Cir. 2015).
Student Rights – Applying *Pico & Hazlewood*

Approach 2: “Motivated by Partisan or Political Considerations”

- In *Zykan v. Warsaw Community School Corporation*, 631 F.2d 1300 (7th Cir. 1980), the **Seventh Circuit** found that “nothing in the Constitution permits the courts to interfere with local educational discretion until local authorities begin to substitute rigid and exclusive indoctrination for the mere exercise of their prerogative to make pedagogic choices regarding matters of legitimate dispute.”

- The **Fifth Circuit** in *Chiras* limited a student’s right to receive information to materials available in the school library but stated arguendo that if the decision in *Pico* did apply in the context of curricular decision-making, the state’s discretion was limited only if motivated by “narrowly partisan or political” considerations. 432 F.3d at 619–20 (5th Cir. 2005) (quoting *Pico*, 457 U.S. at 870–71).
Potential Limits to State Power: Equal Protection


- Arizona school district created a Mexican American Studies ("MAS") program. Former Superintendent Tom Horne and Congressman John Huppenthal embarked on a lengthy battle to demonize the program, its teachers, and the underlying curriculum. Huppenthal compared the MAS program to Hitler and Communism.

- A.R.S. §15-112 banned Arizona public and charter schools from offering courses that "are designed primarily for pupils of a particular ethnic group," "advocate ethnic solidarity instead of the treatment of pupils as individuals," and "promote the overthrow of the United States government."

- Two students, parents of the students, friends of the plaintiffs and other students of the program sued the School’s superintendent and Arizona’s State Board of Education.
Gonzalez – Holding

- Court held that statute violated the First and Fourteenth Amendments.
- The Court found that the statute was motivated by a “desire to advance a political agenda by capitalizing on race-based fears.” In its reasoning, the Arizona District Court noted that while the plain language of the statute may not have appeared to harbor racial resentment, the Court concluded determining racial animus is dependent upon factors including local custom and historical usage.
- The Court commented on Huppenthal’s appearance on news shows and blogposts containing anti-Mexican American rhetoric.
- “Certain frequently invoked terms and concepts, including ‘Raza,’ ‘un-American,’ ‘radical,’ ‘communist,’ ‘Aztlán,’ and ‘M.E.Ch.a,’ operated as derogatory code words for Mexican Americans in the MAS debate.”

“In enforcing the statute against the MAS program, the ADE, under Huppenthal’s direction, took cherry-picked passages from texts at face value, i.e., they assumed, without evidence, that MAS teachers were promoting politically radical positions, rather than teaching their students about history and literature in a factually accurate and balanced manner.”
Potential Legal Challenges – Takeaways

- Few established protections (other than due process) for teachers and administrators who choose to defy state mandates.
- Teachers and administrators should follow established policies and procedures for grieving concerns about inclusion and censorship in the curriculum.
- Students potentially have strong First Amendment claims under *Pico*.
- While creative and credible First Amendment arguments may be asserted, this is a developing area of law and there is no certainty such arguments will be successful.
- Other considerations include who has standing to pursue such claims. Teachers? Students? Districts?
How can my district continue to ensure equal and equitable opportunities for all students?
What are the legal guidelines for implementing race-conscious DE&I efforts?

“It’s very hard for me to see how you can have a racial objective but a nonracial means to get there.”


“The way to stop discrimination on the basis of race is to stop discriminating on the basis of race.”
What do I do if I receive a complaint that a teacher or administrator is improperly using “CRT”?

- Follow, to the extent practicable, state laws for reporting and investigating.
- **Apply traditional civil rights framework:**
  - Do the alleged actions constitute adverse treatment or create a hostile environment **on the basis of a protected category**?
- **Hostile Environment:** When the conduct is sufficiently severe, pervasive, or persistent so as to interfere with or limit a student’s ability to participate in or benefit from the services, activities, or opportunities offered by a school.
- Consider all the facts and circumstances, **from the perspective of a reasonable person**.
“Culturally responsive teaching is an approach that challenges educators to recognize that, rather than deficits, **students bring strengths into the classroom that should be leveraged to make learning experiences more relevant to and effective** for them. Adopting CRT goes beyond celebrating students’ cultural traditions once a year. Educators who practice CRT set rigorous learning objectives for all of their students and they continually build helpful bridges between what students need to learn and their heritage, lived realities, and the issues they care about.”
Statement on Critical Race Theory

By

Michael Casserly, Executive Director
Council of the Great City Schools

While the arc of history may bend toward justice, the unfolding story of social change is often a series of fits and starts, a steady volley of progress and pushback. In the wake of the George Floyd killing a year ago, America embarked on a new chapter of introspection and dialogue around race and society. The pushback was inevitable, and it has come in the form of opposition to the teaching of critical race theory. Never mind that elementary and secondary schools do not, for the most part, teach critical race theory; there is political advantage to be had. Critics and some state legislatures have now bundled nearly every discussion involving race and equity under this heading and cast it as divisive, unpatriotic, and un-American. In fact, our schools have a moral and patriotic obligation to teach a balanced and comprehensive history of our nation, including events that others have hidden or conveniently avoided.
Questions?
Join us for our next webinar

- December 2, 2021
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<tr>
<td>Jefferson County Public Schools</td>
<td>Kevin Brown</td>
<td>General Counsel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jefferson County Public Schools</td>
<td>Lindsay Wright</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kansas City Public Schools</td>
<td>Bill Thornton</td>
<td>Chief Legal Officer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New York City Department</td>
<td>Xavier Edwards</td>
<td>Manager of Education Policy Engagement</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New York City Department</td>
<td>Debra Lamb</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Newark Board of Education</td>
<td>Homere Breton</td>
<td>Executive Legal Assistant</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Newark Public Schools</td>
<td>Elijah Johnson, Jr.</td>
<td>Associate Counsel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Newark Public Schools</td>
<td>Brenda Liss</td>
<td>General Counsel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Newark Public Schools</td>
<td>Bernard Mercado</td>
<td>Senior Associate Counsel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NYC DOE</td>
<td>Maryann Dickar</td>
<td>Senior Director, Instruction and Prof. Learni</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NYCDOE</td>
<td>Jo Ann Benoit</td>
<td>Senior Executive Director</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OCPS</td>
<td>sarah koren</td>
<td>Attorney</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Orange County Public School</td>
<td>Sarah Kopesky</td>
<td>Staff Attorney</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Palm Beach County School</td>
<td>Jadaisha Wendorf</td>
<td>Behavior Health Professional</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Palm Beach County School</td>
<td>Janele Young</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PBCSD</td>
<td>Sloan McAfee</td>
<td>Mental Health Professional</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PBCSD</td>
<td>Monica Sanchez</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Attended</td>
<td>Portland Public Schools</td>
<td>Amy Liu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>----------</td>
<td>-------------------------</td>
<td>---------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Attended</td>
<td>Sacramento City Unified School District</td>
<td>Darrel Woo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Attended</td>
<td>School Board of Miami-Dade County</td>
<td>Mary Lawson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Attended</td>
<td>School District of Palm Beach County</td>
<td>Dr. Eleanor Craft</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Attended</td>
<td>School District of Palm Beach County</td>
<td>Patrice Cover</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Attended</td>
<td>School District of Palm Beach County</td>
<td>Juan Feliciano</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Attended</td>
<td>School District of Palm Beach County</td>
<td>Michael Kane</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Attended</td>
<td>School District of Palm Beach County</td>
<td>Jessica McLymont</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Attended</td>
<td>School District of Palm Beach County</td>
<td>Vicki Mirguet</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Attended</td>
<td>School District of Palm Beach County</td>
<td>Keith Oswald</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Attended</td>
<td>School District of Palm Beach County</td>
<td>Tracey Seabrook</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Attended</td>
<td>School District of Palm Beach County</td>
<td>Janina Simmonds</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Attended</td>
<td>School District of Palm Beach County</td>
<td>Susan Wilson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Attended</td>
<td>School District of Palm Beach County</td>
<td>Lauren Steele</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Attended</td>
<td>Seattle School District No. 1</td>
<td>John Cerqui</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Attended</td>
<td>Southern Utah University</td>
<td>Maureen Redeker</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Attended</td>
<td>School District of Palm Beach County</td>
<td>Maria Iglesias</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Attended</td>
<td>School District of Palm Beach County</td>
<td>Diane Wyatt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Attended</td>
<td>Title IX Coordinator</td>
<td>Amanda Herzog</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Attended</td>
<td>USD 259 Wichita Public Schools</td>
<td>Dan Lawrence</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Attended</td>
<td>Washoe County School District</td>
<td>LaNesha Battle</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Attended</td>
<td>WCSD</td>
<td>Pamela Juniel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Attended</td>
<td>WCSD</td>
<td>Tony Montgomery</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Attended</td>
<td>Wichita Public Schools</td>
<td>Keith Reynolds</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>59 No Show/Attended &lt;15</strong></td>
<td><strong>30</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No Show/Attended less than 15 minutes</td>
<td>Adtalem Global Education Inc.</td>
<td>Samantha Cuillier</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No Show/Attended less than 15 minutes</td>
<td>Albuquerque Public Schools</td>
<td>Megan Buchanan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No Show/Attended less than 15 minutes</td>
<td>Albuquerque Public Schools</td>
<td>Barbara Petersen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No Show/Attended less than 15 minutes</td>
<td>Anchorage School Board</td>
<td>Margo Bellamy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No Show/Attended less than 15 minutes</td>
<td>Anchorage School District</td>
<td>Cassie Jeremias</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No Show/Attended less than 15 minutes</td>
<td>Anchorage School District</td>
<td>Tarlesha Wayne</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No Show/Attended less than 15 minutes</td>
<td>Austin ISD</td>
<td>Dru McGovern-Robinett</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No Show/Attended less than 15 minutes</td>
<td>Buffalo Public Schools</td>
<td>Kathy Evans-Brown</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No Show/Attended less than 15 minutes</td>
<td>CCSD</td>
<td>Brandi Blake</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No Show/Attended less than 15 minutes</td>
<td>Charleston County School Board</td>
<td>Kristen French</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No Show/Attended less than</td>
<td>Organization</td>
<td>Name</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---------------------------</td>
<td>-------------</td>
<td>-----------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Charleston County Sch D</td>
<td>Dr. Shavonna</td>
<td>Coakley</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Charleston County Sch D</td>
<td>Tasha</td>
<td>Joyner</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Charleston County Sch D</td>
<td>Erica</td>
<td>Taylor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Charlotte-Mecklenburg Sch</td>
<td>Stephanie</td>
<td>McKinney</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chicago Public Schools</td>
<td>Hazel</td>
<td>Koshy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chicago Public Schools</td>
<td>Ruchi</td>
<td>Verma</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Columbus City Schools</td>
<td>Tanya</td>
<td>McClanahan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Columbus City Schools</td>
<td>Misty</td>
<td>Nichols</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Council of Great City Sch</td>
<td>Akisha</td>
<td>Osei Sarfo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CPS</td>
<td>Joselyne</td>
<td>Gardner</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dallas Independent Sch</td>
<td>Leticia</td>
<td>McGowan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dallas ISD</td>
<td>Pamela</td>
<td>Lear</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dallas ISD</td>
<td>Sharon</td>
<td>Quinn</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dayton Public Schools</td>
<td>Sharon</td>
<td>Goins</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Educational Strategies &amp; Sup</td>
<td>Sue</td>
<td>Gamm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>El Paso ISD</td>
<td>Ray</td>
<td>Lozano</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hillsborough County Public</td>
<td>Pansy</td>
<td>Houghton</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Husch Blackwell LLP</td>
<td>Stephanie</td>
<td>Dorssom</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Husch Blackwell LLP</td>
<td>Jamie</td>
<td>Jorgensen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Husch Blackwell LLP</td>
<td>Pete</td>
<td>Land</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Husch Blackwell LLP</td>
<td>Lisa</td>
<td>Parker</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Husch Blackwell LLP</td>
<td>Aleks</td>
<td>Rushing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Husch Blackwell LLP</td>
<td>Kristine</td>
<td>Zayko</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ICS</td>
<td>Celeste</td>
<td>Bradley</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jefferson County Public S</td>
<td>Cynthia</td>
<td>Grohmann</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jefferson County Public S</td>
<td>Abby</td>
<td>Piper</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KC Public Schools</td>
<td>Kandace</td>
<td>Buckner</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Long Beach Unified Sch</td>
<td>Lucy</td>
<td>Salazar</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Newark Board of Education</td>
<td>Pamela</td>
<td>Luke</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Newark Public Schools</td>
<td>Sabrina</td>
<td>Styza</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oakland Schools</td>
<td>Sherry</td>
<td>McMillan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Office of School Board Mm</td>
<td>Zahirah</td>
<td>Calloway</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Orange County Public Sch</td>
<td>Keshara</td>
<td>Cowans</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P.B. County Sch District</td>
<td>Isaac</td>
<td>Lawrence</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Palm Beach County</td>
<td>Melissa</td>
<td>Patterson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No Show/Attended less than 15 minutes</td>
<td>Organization</td>
<td>Name</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------------------------------------</td>
<td>-------------------------------------------</td>
<td>-----------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No Show/Attended less than</td>
<td>PBC School District</td>
<td>Brian Knowles</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No Show/Attended less than</td>
<td>Portland Public Schools</td>
<td>Kara Bradshaw</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No Show/Attended less than</td>
<td>Portland Public Schools</td>
<td>Dani Ledeza</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No Show/Attended less than</td>
<td>School District of Palm Beach</td>
<td>Catherine Barrett</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No Show/Attended less than</td>
<td>School District of Palm Beach</td>
<td>Anna Irizarry Cardona</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No Show/Attended less than</td>
<td>School District of Palm Beach</td>
<td>Ira Weiss</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No Show/Attended less than</td>
<td>SD Palm Beach County</td>
<td>Mary Mucenic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No Show/Attended less than</td>
<td>Self Employed</td>
<td>Kelli Schmidt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No Show/Attended less than</td>
<td>Toronto District School Board</td>
<td>Colleen Russell-Rawlins</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No Show/Attended less than</td>
<td>Washoe County School District</td>
<td>Lucius Dennis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No Show/Attended less than</td>
<td>Washoe County School District</td>
<td>KaPreace Young</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No Show/Attended less than</td>
<td>Washoe County School District</td>
<td>Angela Taylor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No Show/Attended less than</td>
<td>Wichita Public Schools</td>
<td>William Polite</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>